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By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
The Calloway County Fiscal
Court will be quite busy in the next
few weeks preparing for a public
hearing and listening to plans for a
proposed hospital expansion.
Judge-Executive Larry Elkins
sent notices that the fiscal court is
anticipating a 2- to 3-hour long
meeting Tuesday and decided to
postpone the hospital's proposal.
He said between regular business
items and a public hearing regarding the Smithwood area road closure petition, the agenda would be
too full to discuss the hospital's
request for temporary action on a
large bond request to fund its
expansion plan.
"I think we are going to -need
more time to discuss this issue,"
said Elkins. "The possible future
service of the hospital depends on
whether we have the right plan and
can afford
The fiscaL court meeting and
Smithwood public hearing will be
held at 7 _p.m. at the Weaks
Community Center. The meeting to
discuss the hospital expansion will
be held July 21 at 7 p.m. at the
Weaks Community Center.
The hospital has been discussing
expansionplans for the past year
and is now approaching the city and
the county entities for temporary
approval. The plan calls for a
166,000 square foot addition of
clinical space with estimated costs
slightly over $47 million.

TABITHA ARMSTRONGtedger & Times photos

BEATING THE HEAT
Murray's Eklipse Drum and Bugle
Corps, above, performed second last night at the second
annual Drums Between the Rivers. Eklipse is in its inaugural
season this summer. Its show is "Darkness at Noon." written
by Racer Band Director John Fannin. At left. Calloway County
High School graduate Austin Williams, center, is serving his
second year as timpanist with Glassmen Drum and Bugle
Corps. Williams, a senior at the University of Tennessee at
Knoxville, is the son of John and Susan Williams of Murray.
Above, The Cadets, of Bergenfield. N.J., received first place.
The corps performed its show, Our Favorite Things,- and
offered an encore performance after receiving its award.
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By TABITHA ARMSTRONG
Staff Writer
Members of the skateboard park
committee rolled into the Murray
Board of Education this morning to
discuss the next steps in the process
of developing a skate park in
Murray.
Committee facilitator Dottie
Kraemer helped the group, which
met at 7:30 this morning, explore
potential locations and formulate a
plan to gather information about
skate' park facilities, costs and
designs.
The city park was the primary
plot proposed for a skating area.
Will Pitman, a 14-year-old skateboarder, suggested a grassy plot of
land behind the BMX track where
two baseball fields join. Committee
members agreed that the park would
be a good location, however
Director of Murray-Calloway
County Parks Brad Steele was not
present at the meeting to offer his
opinion.
The committee declined to propose the Chestnut Street park
because _ noise issues could pose
problems for the residents who live
nearby, attorney Michael Pitman
said.
Since factors such as size, cost
and design of the park depend heavily on location, several people vol••
unteered to research
Michael and Laura Pitman said they
plan to contact an artist know n for
private
several
designing
skateparks. The committee showed
interest in having him speak at their
next meeting.
Kraemer, director ot the
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Conner indicted on
mail fraud charge
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
COVINGTON, Ky.(AP) — The
former mistress of Gov. Paul Patton
was indicted Wednesday on a federal charge of mail fraud.
The onecount indictment alleges
that
Tina
Conner fraudulently applied
to get a conikili
io”
or
struction company operated
primarily by
her
former
husband certiConner
fied as a "disadvantaged
business enterprise" under a federal
program to set aside contracts for
companies owned by women and
minorities.
Conner and her former husband,
Seth
Conner,
formed
ST
Construction Co.,for the purpose of
getting the certification in Tina
Conner's name while actually providing work for Seth Conner,
according to the indictment returned
by a federal grand jury in

Covington.
Conner, who lives in western
Kentucky, carried on a two-year
affair with Patton, which Patton has
acknowledged. It has since been disclosed in the unfolding scandal of
the affair that Patton personally
asked officials at the Transportation
Cabinet to review the application
for ST Construction. Patton has
denied doing anything illegal for
Conner. He is not named in the
indictment.
Conner has claimed that during
their affair the governor helped win
the special status for ST
Construction.
But Patton and Transportation
Secretary James Codell have denied
any impropriety. The indictment
does not mention Codell.
Patton said Wednesday that he
was aware that Conner had been
indicted.
"I have no knowledge of any of
the facts relative to that indictment.
and (think it would be inappropriate
for me to comment any further than
that," Patton said. "I am convinced
that I have not done anything to vio-

•See Page 2
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Kentucky Lottery
EVENING
MIDDAY
Pick 3:
Pick 3:
1-9-4
6-0-6
Pick 4:
Pick 4:
2-0-4-2
9-4-8-5
Cash Ball:
8-21-28-31 Cash Ball 16
itGET YOUR LOTTQ_INKETS AT;
Jr. Food Mart #4
1302 Main St.• Murray
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JOHN WRIGHT Ledger & Times photo
MAKING THE TURN ... M.C. Ruggles of M.C. Ruggles House Moving in Benton, Ky., directs driver Gary Bohannon onto Brooks
Chapel Road with a house constructed by students at Murray-Calloway County Area Technology Center. The house made its
way through Murray yesterday en route to its final location near Dexter.
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1804 121 N.• Murray, Ky.
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Curtis Davis
James W.Seay
.lames L.(J.L.) Vaughn
Trentie Magella McCain
Dorothy Kelley Haley

Tonight's forecast
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80s.
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III Fiscal ...
From Front

_

The 'hospital plans to bond $50
million to pay for the project, but
because it is a oity/county hospital
the hoard must get permission to
issue those bonds from both Murray
city. council and fiscal court.
Representatives of the hospital
are scheduled to address the city
council at its meeting tonight. The
meeting-is s- ch-eiluleil for 6:30 p.m.
at City Hall.
City council meetings are also
tele% ised live on Murray Electric
Systems channel 10 and Charter

Communications channel 14. They out against a petition filed by Bob and most of the time when you have
are replayed at 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. Stogner to close undeveloped roads a petition like that there are some
in the area. The fesidents Said they - issues," Elkins said.
Fridays after the
Elkins said he beets that many use those roads as trails to Kentucky
would like to hear the updated plan Lake for recreational vehicles.
MURRAY
They also claimed at the time
before any decisions are made on
whether to approve or disapprove that Stogner had sent threatening
letters and planned to build a gravel
the request.
Whitnell Ave.
"If this doesn't work. 10 or 13 pit in the area. Stogner, who owns
KY 42071-1040
Murray,
years from now someone will have property in the area. denied sending
DEPARTMENT HEADS
any threatening letters but said then
to clean up our mess," said Elkins.
Alice Rouse
Publisher
He also anticipates long discus- that he did intend on building a
sions at the public hearing conceni- gravel pit and had sent letters to
Eric Walker
Managing Editor
owners
property
neighboring
ing Smithwtxxi residents.
Slone Hutchison
Advertising Mgr
At the June fiscal court meeting, informing them of his intentions.
Mgr
concerns,
- Jill-Stephens
Classifieds
"I can understand the
several residents attended and spoke
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Tammy Thompson

Office Mgr.

Herndon retains staff presidency
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Or'. ille Herndon. a computer
systems technician at Nturray State
University, has been re-elected to
the office of president of MSU's
Staff Congress.

Calloway County Flre-Rescue
• Two trucks and eight firefighters responded to a fire at a single-family dwelling at 50 Stonecrest Drive at approximately 10 a m Tuesday
The fire was started by grease left on a stove The damage was contained to the kitchen, and only minimal smoke damage was noted
— Information gathered from reports,
logs and citations from respective agencies

Herndon was re-elected during
the monthly. meeting of the staff
congress Wednesday afternoon.
Terms for staff congress officers
begin immediately and continue
until the July 14. 2004. meeting.
Other officers elected were Lisa

Willis as vice president and Renee
Lax as treasurer. Willis works at the
Breathitt Veterinary Center in
Hopkinsville. while Lax serves as
an administrative secretary in
MSU's scholarship office.

Rita Boggess

Business Mgr

READER INFORMATION
Iii_o_ti n_ess HOUrs
Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. Closed
Phone (270) 753-1916
Fax (270) 753-1927
Subscription Rates
All subscriptions payable in
advance Home delivery 6 days a

week

GOOD NEWS
FOR PADUCAH
URANIUM
ENRICHMENT
PLANT WORKERS*
it you worked at the Uranium Enrichment plant in Paducah, and were a
production, maintenance or security force worker, you are entitled to a free health
screening by occupational physicians who are completely independent of USEC,
DOE and its contractors.
The exam will provide an assessment of your current health status and whether
you hove health conditions that may be related to on-the-job exposures to toxic
substances.

Early Detection Saves Lives
You will receive:
•A complete physical exam
•A chest x-ray
•Beryllium screening
•A hearing test
•Early lung cancer detection
test(for eligible workers)
using a mobile CT scanner

This mobile CT scanner may detect lung cancer at
an early stage, when treatment is more likely
to succeed.

CALL FOR FREE HELP
For on appointment or more information call

800-241-11990i
740-28will9-2405 •
be protected.

if you are a construction worker, call -888-464-0009.

6 months
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1 year
$84.00
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All results will go to physicians at Queens College in New York for
evaluation, who will inform you of your results, including any abnormalities
and any recommended follow up.
This medical scree'ning program is provided under a federal law to help
protect the health of workers employed at DOE defense nuclear sites. It is
implemented by Queens College and the PACE Union.

Your confidentiaity

3 months
$21.75

1

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

%
4.00
(July,
2003)

Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Fixed Annuity
This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and
is subject to change on policy
anniversary dates However, regardless of rate changes over the years.
Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 3.00°c.Since early surrender
charges apply, please call for details
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III Skateboard ...
From Front
Calloway County Alliance for Substance Abuse Prevention and coordinator of life skills curriculum in Calloway County Schools,complemented the
group's efforts, though she did not want to give the impression a skatepark
is definitely coming to Murray.
"I'm not going to tell anyone in this room we're going to have a
skatepark." she said. Barring financial obstacles, she said the work they're
doing should be fruitful.
Murray-Calloway Transit Authority's Bjarne Hansen, the Health
Department's Lesa Stanley, Murray Middle School's Laura Miller, the
Vocational School's Dennis Harper, skateboarders Rance Wilson, Bobby
Aguero and Will Pitman also attended the meeting.
The next meeting time has not been determined.

•Conner ...
From Front
late the law, I have not abused my
office, and I am confident that that
will be the eventual outcome of
these investigations."
U.S. Attorney Gregory Van
Tatenhove said in a statement that
the indictment's allegations "illustrate the potential for abuse of the
troubled DBE program."
To be certified as disadvantaged,
a business must have a minonty or
female owner who controls it, has
the experience and capability needed for the contracted work and has a
net worth of $750,000 or less,
according to the indictment.
Tina Conner, "aided -and abetted
by others known and unknown,"
misrepresented herself on all those
items, the indictment said.
Conner made her affair with
Patton public last fall in a television
interview. After an initial denial.
Pauon acknowledged the relationship with Conner in September.
By the end of the year, a grand
jury had begun investigating the
matter.
Tina Conner's attorney, Thomas
E. Clay.said it was "an ironic twist"
that Conner, a private citizen trying
to blow the whistle on alleged government impropriety, should be the
only one under indictment at this
point.
Clay blamed the indictment on
"incompetent legal advice" that
Conner received from her previous
attorney. Fred Radolovich of
Louisville.
Clay said Radolovich secured

only limited immunity instead of
blanket immunity in exchange for
her giving information to the FBI
and investigators for Kentucky
Attorney General Ben Chandler.
To make matters worse, Conner
"was encouraged to discuss this
freely with members of the media,"
Clay said.
Radolovich "was intent on gaining as much publicity as he could,"
Clay said.
Clay said the lead federal prosecutor, Assistant U.S. Attorney Ken
Taylor, told him that investigators
"could not ignore the public statements Ms. Conner was making to
the media."
Radolovich denied Wednesday
that he encouraged Conner to go
public with her information. He said
she talked with the media on most
occasions without his knowledge.
He otherwise declined comment
on the indictment.
Mark Pfeiffer, a spokesman for
the Transportation Cabinet, implied
that more indictments would be
returned.
"It's our understanding that there
are other indictments pending, and
until the grand jury has completed
its work, we're not going to comment," Pfeiffer said.
Van Tatenhove's statement said
the indictment arose from "an ongoing investigation of alleged corruption in state government, including
the Kentucky Department of
Transportation."
Clay said Conner will plead
innocent at her arraignment, which
has not yet been scheduled.

7ecoival
July 14-20
Services at 7 p.m. nightly
Guest Speaker: Russell Dunn
Potluck after July 20th morning service

NEW PROVIDENCE BAPTIST CHURCH
Take Hwy. 121 S. to Rt. 893 into New Providence.
Church is directly across from New Providence Grocery Store.
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More U.S. casualities reported in Iraq as assaults claim soldiers
By The Associated Press
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) —
Insurgents launched fresh assaults
on U.S. soldiers in Iraq, killing at
least two servicemen and wounding
a third in shootings and rocket-propelled grenade attacks, the military
said today.
A soldier was fatally shot
Wednesday evening near the city of
Mahmudiyah, 15 miles south of
Baghdad, said Spc. Nicci Trent, a
spokeswoman for the military.
Another soldier was killed and
one wounded in a rocket-propelled

grenade attack late Wednesday near
Tiluit, 120 miles north of Baghdad.
Trent said. The soldiers were taken
to a nearby medical facility, but one
of them died.
In the city of Ramadi, 60 miles
west of the capital, three separate
mortar attacks targeted U.S. troop.
but there were no reports of casualties, the military said.
• The military also reported that, a
soldier died Wednesday in what it
described as a non-hostile gunshot
incident. The military gave no more
details. The names of the dead and

wounded were withheld pending also targeted. vital infrastructure,
notification of next of kin.
delaying the return of vital services
An American soldier attached to like electricity in the capital.
the 101st Airborne Division died
. Tikrit, Saddam's hometown, and
Monday in another non-hostile gun- Ramadi are part of the so-called
shot incident near Balad, 55 miles "Sunni triangle." a swath of land
north of the capital. Soldiers at an west and north of Baghdad across
air base neat Balad said on condi- the Euphrates and Tigris rivers that
tion of anonymity that the soldier has been the scene of almost daily
had taken his own life.
attacks on U.S. occupation forces.
U.S. forces have come under The area is known to be a strongincreasing attack by insurgents loyal hold of Saddam supporters,
to Saddam Hussein in recent weeks, although many residents deny that
hampering efforts to return security the former dictator still enjoys a folto the country. The insurgents have lowing among them.

'alvert. a
Capt. Mic1).,,
spokesman for the iird Armored
Cavalry Regiment, which is responsible for Ramadi, said the regiment's
base in a former Saddam palace by
the Euphrates River received a mortar round on Wednesday night. He
said he knew of no casualties among
troops on the base.
Saddam's has not been seen since
the overthrow of his regime in April.
though several tapes purportedly of
the ousted dictator have been aired
on Arabic television. American officials are offering $25 million for

Census finds small towns in Kentucky growing most
Growth in Kentucky's small towns may reflect
a nationwide trend of baby boomers' selling their
suburban homes and returning to smaller houses
in more traditional neighborhoods. said Ron
Crouch, executive director of the Kentucky State
Data Center in Louisville.
"Older boomers no longer want a five-acre lot
out in the country," he said. "Boomers are about
to experience something called old -age. The)
.,
want to live closer to town. Small cities with
good lifestyles are attractive."
Among cities with populations above 10,000,
Nicholasville had the largest actual population
gain, adding 846 people over the period, according to the census estimates. That pushed the population to 21,343, a 4.1 percent increase. Berea
grew by 2.9 percent, up 307 people to 10.838 for
the period.
Other Kentucky cities with populations larger
than 10,000 that grew by at least 1 -percent were

By ROGER ALFORD

Associated Press Writer
As a small-town mayor,Chris Moriconi would
like to know each of his constituents personally.
but new ones have been moving into
Independence so fast that he just can't keep up.
The Kenton County city added people faster
than all other like-sized towns in the state over a
12-month period ending on July 1.2001 according to estimates released Thursday by the U.S.
Census Bureau.
The Census Bureau found that several other
towns.across northern and central Kentucky also
grew rapidly during the period.
Independence led the way among those with
populations of at least 10,000 with a 4.5 percent
increase. The total population grew by 696 people to 16,309. according to the census estimates.
"There are new faces just about every day."
Moriconi said. "It's exciting."

Search continues
for missing girl
BARDWELL, Ky. (AP) —
Authorities continued to search
Wednesday for a 13-year-old girl
missing since Monday in the
Mississippi River.
An autopsy on another girl
whose body was recovered
Tuesday indicated that she had
drowned, Kentucky State Police
said.
Searchers continued to look
for Sherry Ann Hodges, 13, of
Columbus in Hickman County,
state police said.
Hodges and 12-year-old
Kayla Dawn Luter of Milburn in
Carlisle County were reported
missing Monday from a swimming area about eight miles west
of Bardwell. The girls were
swimming with Hodges' 8-yearold brother, Austin,' and a friend
of both families — Ray G.
Bobbett, 41, of Fancy Farm,
police said.
After the girls disappeared
from his sight, Austin Hodges
got out and called Bobbett, who
was not in the water, for help.
Luter's body was recovered
about 400 yards from where she
was last seen, police said.
Preliminary results of the autopsy performed in Madisonville
indicated that Luter drowned.

Bowling Green, Campbellsville, Elizabethtown.
Florence, Georgetown, Glasgow, Richmond,
Shelbyville and Somerset,
Doug Gamer, sales manager for Century 21
Gamer Properties in Independence, said his
agents are selling many of the homes to young
professionals moving into northern Kentucky
from other states. Others, he said, are buying in
Independence .to get away from more densely
populated areas of northern Kentucky.
Gamer said most of the homes being sold arc
newly built, primarily in subdivisions.
"People want to live where it's a little more
open." he said.
Meanwhile, Moriconi, like mayors of other
growing towns, stays busy meeting new residents
and visiting new neighborhoods that come with
the addition of each new subdivision.
"Growth has its challenges," Moriconi said.
"We added 30 new streets to our city in 2001."

Two tickets
one in Missouri,
one in Pennsylvania — match
Powerball numbers
DES MOINES, Iowa(AP) — Two tickets — one in Missouri. one in
Pennsylvania — matched the numbers drawn in the Powerball lottery.
splitting the estimated $261.3 million jackpot, lottery officials said.
No information about the winners or where the tickets were sold was
available early Thursday.
The numbers in Wednesday night's drawing were 19-21-26-31-51 and
the Powerball was 40.
The jackpot has surpassed $200 million four times since Powerball
began in 1992. The largest jackpot was the Christmas 2002 prize of
$314.9 million, won by a West Virginia contractor.
Sales for this drawing had flagged over the long July Fourth weekend
but picked up starting Monday.
"As people started going back to work this week, getting back into
their normal routine, then across the Powerball states we saw sales going
up," said Mary Neubauer, Iowa Lottery spokeswoman.
The latest winners can select half of a $147 million lump sum or opt
for annual payments of more than $4.2 million over 30 years. Both figures are before taxes. Neubauer said.

Room for improvement in writing scores
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
nation's fourth-graders and eighthgraders have become better writers,
but fewer 12th-grade students can
convey well-organized ideas, a new
national assessment shows.
Even the signs of improvement
must be considered in context: Most
students in the three benchmark
grades still can't provide coherent
answers with clear language, supporting details, accurate punctuation
and creative thinking.
The new report provides a sense
of how well students can write
essays, communicate information
and compose -arguments — skills
considered essential for success in
college and the workplace, yet some
educators say writing has become
the forgotten fundamental.
The National Assessment of
Educational Progress. known as the

nation's report card, charts student
achievement and how it changes. It
is the latter measure — changes
since the last writing test in 1998 —
that offers some good news, results
released Thursday show.
Students in fourth and eighth
grade showed significant strides in
being able to handle challenging
writing assignments and applying
knowledge to real-life situations.
A range of 26 percent to 29 percent of students hit that mark,
known as proficiency.- which is-con—
sidered the standard for all students.
Last time, 22 percent to 25 percent
of students achieved that level.
Also in those two grades, more
students reached at least a basic
level, which means they could get
their point across with at least some
effectiveness. The average writing
scores increased for whites, blacks

information leading to the arrest of
Saddam, and $15 million for each of
his sons.
Also in the city, several dozen
Iraqi police officers, most dressed in
their ne.w U.S.-provided uniforms.
marched on the mayor's office to
demand that U.S. forces leave the
police station. where they have been
staying. The police, who say they
will quit their posts if the soldiers
don't leave by the weekend, claim
the soldiers' presence is putting
them in danger because they are frequently targeted by insurgents.
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and Hispanics in the fourth and
eighth grades.
"The nation's children are writing better, which is indeed encouraging news," said Education
Secretary Rod Paige.
But Paige acknowledged: "We
still have to find creative ways to
encourage our high school seniors."
The average test score for seniors
dropped slightly since 1998; what's
worse, the proportion of 12th- graders who wrote at a basic level
dropped from..57 percent to 51 percent. That means about half of seniors, within a 25-minute time limit.
could not provide an organized
answer.
The declining -performance
among seniors_has become a trend
across topics, as 12th-grade scores
have also dropped in reading, math
and science in recent years.

-ex

Come Join In The Fun
and Fellowship!

LACCAT

Saturday,
July 12th
9a.m.- 3_p.m.
Ages 3 years to 6th grade
For More Information Call Brother John Sheppard
at 435-4573

Salem Baptist Church
Lynn Grove, KY

If You Need Health Insurance...

$75

and read this!

GIFT

The Murray Insurance Agency
provides Health Insurance for:
Also:

• Individuals
• Groups
• Self-Employed
• Farmers
• Ikpendents

• Life Insurance
• Long Term Care Insurance
• Disability Income Insurance
• Medicare Supplements
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worth up to $75

H.S. Jackson,M.D.

when you subscribe
to Charter now!

announces the association of

Annette Houston Baccus, ARNP
Board-Certified Family Nurse Practitioner
Offering:
▪ annual female exams including pap
smears
• family planning management
• treatment for urinary incontinence

Ch

The best in entertainment and information Order Charter Cable

PT(expanded basic service Charter Digital Cable. or Charter

has it all• Pipeline* High Speed Internet Service and get a VISA Gift Card
worth up to 575 That s entertainment that pays you to watch

She will also assist Dr. Jackson with his
urological practice.
Annette Baccus has been in practice since 1995. She is a
summa cum laude graduate ofMurray State University
with a Bachelor ofNursing degree, a Master ofNursing
degree, and is a member ofthe American Nurses
Association.
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Annette II. Baccus, ARNP

•

Please call for your initial visit with Annette Baccus today at 270-753-0604.
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Get free installation now!

Center for Female Health
Annette 11. Baccus, ARNP
Nurse Practitioner
Medical Arts Building, Suite 107 E
300 South Eighth Street
Murray. KY 42071
270.753-0604 • 1-888-753-9245

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

HOSPITAL
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Bush
The
administration is
showing signs of
all of the vices of
perish.'
people
the
vision,
'Where there is no
successful forPUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPER,INC.
eign policies -arrogance, overreaching, elitism
and messianic
zeal — in its
decision to enter
Morris
Liberian
the
Advisory quagmire.
By
Americans
Dick Morns
will gladly support their president when he
attacks nations
that sponsor or harbor terrorists. We
will even back him in a preemptive
war against a country that might
attack us. But when we start sending
troops around the world to stabilize
nations that, if left to disintegrate,
might become breeding-grounds for
Communism Wilhelm -triedrich Hegel Said, terror, it's a step too far for most
had its "useful "What experience and history teach Americans.
idiots." These is this — that people and governWhy are we suddenly sending
were people who ments never have learned anything troops to Africa?
believed whatev- from history, or acted on principles
Is it because President Bush is
er Communists deduced from it." Useful idiots con- touring the continent and wants to
said and were tinue to accept new promises built have something to offer the leaders
United States is committed. band our resources to fight in heavy unwise to tempt them into political
in on a.foundation Of previously bro- he meets'?
helpful
Remember
the reply of French combat or where our presence alone alienation.
advancing their ken promises. This is what makes
Is it in response to importuning
Idealism that makes no distincFoch
to the British general can do the trick.
Marshal
them useful. It is also what makes from U.N. General Secretary Kofi
cause.
The growing potential of West tion between areas where our
1914, what was the
asked,
in
who
Cal's
Annan or other world leaders who
In the Middle them idiots.
minimum British military contribu- Africa as a source of oil should not national interest lies and those from
for
vain
asking for a quid-pro-quo for
waited
in
are
has
Israel
eneEast,
the
Thoughts
tion
that could effectively 'assist tempt us into military action. We which it is remote does no good for
By Cal Thomas mies of Israel, Palestinian deeds to live up to their sending troops to Iraq?
must make sure never to do what the America.
France
at the start of World War I.
Does the desite to satisfy global
Syndicated
the United States words, agreements, covenants,
The weariness of the postsoldier," he is reput- left accuses us of doing each day —
British
"One
Columnist
and all things promises and pledges. At what point public opinion play a role?
postpost-Korea,
Versailles,
sudden
oil.
The
blood
for
trading
we
will
"And
answered.
ed to have
Or do his nostrils smell oil in
Jewish, Christian should it be concluded that the
interest in this oil-producing region Vietnam eras is never far from the
killed."
that
he
is
see
to
it
•
Western Palestinian leadership and so many West Africa?
and
Africa isa quagmire if ever there might leave many skeptical and national mood.
justfa..
bon
the
above
isNone
of
b-FiCe---fai more useTuTidiots -than ofTheit peoPTe -hive a &dilution OF
Bush will need Americans to stay
was
one. The civil wars there are troubled.
Communists ever counted on. These peace that begins and ends with the for sending American troops to yet eternal_AncLunending,They _have no
remember that a large focused and alert as we face the
Bust
must
Ise to believe anKilnIation and elimination cif—another- foreign-venue. Bush -will start and no finish. The cycles of minority of Americans, on both the common danger of terror and work
are t e peopTe Who-fellneed all the patience we can extend
what they are repeatedly told and Israel?
any assessment of left and right, are isolationists. In a together in far flung corners of the
to
him as he asks us to put up with revenge make
We hear about -enemies of
see in bloody streets, in mosques, in
good or evil, survey for President Clinton, I found globe to counter it.
right
and
wrong,
troops dying in Iraq while other
He does himself and his cause no
the exact percentage to be upwards
politic-al literature and in schools peace" who would destroy the units fight in Afghanistan, the almost naive.
It is not our fight, arid we are of 35, evenly divided between the service by asking us to invest in con--wtiere children -are -taught- to hate -peace process." Peace, like happi- Philippines and other placei where
flicts remote from our vital interests
and to he ':martyrs- before they are ness, is not an objective to be pur- terrorism threatens. It is foolish to unwise to, in the words of John two parties.
susand far from our national mission.
America-firsters
have
Those
abroad
in
search
Quincy
Adams,
"go
sued. Peace and - happiness are use up our tolerance with an advenpotty -trained.
(Dick Morris was an adviser to
of
Bush
(at
their
criticism
pended
of
dragons
to
destroy."
nations
deciding
they
byproducts
of
In the matter of the "road map" to
ture in Liberia.
because of Bill Clinton for 20 years. Look for
those
on
the
right)
least
U.S.
Army
is
not
the
Besides,
the
"peace" between Israel and her mor- will study war no more and, lay
Nor should Bush put his trust in
tal enemies. %he are seeing.the usual down their arms and hostile inten- limitations on the mission in only force in the world. We should the unique circumstances of the his new book, "Off With Their
Sept. 11 attacks and the global threat Heads." Copyright 2003 Dick
razzle-dazzle. Elected Israeli Prime tions.
Liberia. One good firefight and the let the African nations and European
terrorism represents. But it is Morris, All Rights Reserved)
that
lead
while
we
huspowers
take
the
The Bush administration now
Minister Arid l Sharon stands by
Palestinian "Prime proposes to pay "protection money"
appointed
Minister" Mahmoud Abbas, who to the Palestinian Authority in
mimics Sharon in his Western-style amounts that would make even the
same-sex couples and ordination of Cincinnati Presbytery court to order with breaking church law.
suit Both men make pronounce- Mafia blush with embarrassment. By LISA CORNWELL
"The liberal ministers who defy
the heterosexual minister to cease
non-celibate gays. Theological libments required of them by their Until now, the United States has pro- Associated Press Writer
church
law will be kicked out of
couples.
marrying
same-sex
changed
to
erals
want
the
laws
minisCINCINNATI(AP)— A
American puppeteer. The useful vided aid only to social service projpulpit
or walk out of their own
court
the
Presbyterian
The
highest
marriages
and
gay
allow
same-sex
over
marrying
same-sex
ter's
ouster
support
the
band
of
ects
that
don't
idiots think Abbas and his
accord," he said. "They won't win."
ruled in 2000 that ministers may
ordinations.
bloody brothers will play the lion Palestinian Authority (PA) in areas couples could become a turning
Van Kuiken, who was a minister
bless same-sex unions, but cannot
Rather than a major split, Neff
point for the Presbyterian Church
controlled by the PA.
lying down with the Israeli lamb.
for
19 years, said he fears his
When
Van
the
couples.
lead
to
a
marry
the
issues
could
suggests
on
gay
issues.
(USA)
in
its
debate
That unaudited aid totaled $100
In the midst of all of the photoremoval
will hinder the denominaminister
at
Mount
Kuiken,
the
church
member"hemorrhage"
in
editor
of
the
David
Neff,
, >ps and teel-good diplomacy comes million annually until it was
toward full inclusion
tion's
efforts
conPresbyterian
Church,
Auburn
ship.
increased this year to $200 million. "Christianity Today" magazine,
a sober and welcome word from
of gays and lesbians.
marry same-sex couples,
removal)
tinued
to
(Van
Kuiken
"If
this
said
he
believes
the
ouster
of
someone the useful idiots no doubt It was restricted to social services
"My fear now is that gays and
the Cincinnati Presbytery last
turns out to be an isolated case,
ssII regard as a skunk at their party. because of the PA's record of misap- Stephen Van Kuiken could eventuin the church will feel that
lesbians
formally
found
he
had
major
month
conservatives could make a
dispute between libIsrael's Minister of Internal Secufity propriating the funds and sponsoring ally bring the
they have to hide and more individrenounced church jurisdiction and
eral and conservative factions in the exit," Neff said. "If it proves to be
zi Landau told Israeli Radio that terrorism. According to The New
uals will become intimidated and
the first of a number of victories for removed him from the ministry.
denomination to a head, with the
Israel should Set a timetable with York Times (July I). the administra- church forced to go in one direction conservatives, then it probably
scared," he said. "I think full inclu"This was a tremendous victory
dates for clearly defined and meas- tion now plans to provide hundreds or another.
sion is inevitable, but it may take a
for those of us who want to take
would cause a liberal exit."
urable Palestinian actions regarding of millions of dollars directly to ,the
long, long time if middle-of-theour church back from heretics who
The Rev. James Berkley, a min"Just the fact that they followed
PA.
secunts.
road Presbyterians don't take a
ister in suburban Seattle and a min- seek to destroy it," said Jensen.
through with the ouster after just
These v.ould include, he said,
Morton Klein, national president admonishing Van Kuiken shows
stand for what is right."
Jensen said the immediate
istry director for the theologically
Lc ,1:ecting weapons. outlaw ing terror of the Zionist Organization of that some are serious enough about
The director of That All May
impact of the Van Kuiken case is to
conservative Presbyterians for
organizations. unifying Palestinian America, said. "It is appalling that a what it means historically to be
strengthen the resolve of those who Freely Serve, a theologically liberal
Renewal, said the Van Kuiken case
Authority security groups in one president who has vowed to put an Presbyterian," Neff said. "The
want to preserve the integrity of the group working for the full inclusion
in Cincinnati will have a national
of gay, lesbian, bisexual and transPresbyterian constitution.
group and ending incitement against end to terrorist regimes around the church, like some others, tends to
impact on the church.
gender people in the Presbyterian
He said that he and a group of
"„Were he not disciplined, we
Israel. sshich requires, among other world now plans to give U.S. tax- have a more liberal leadership and
Church, is confident Van Kuiken's
20 ministers and elders around the
would lose any sense of the credithings, the removal of regional maps payers' dollar's directly to a corrupt more conservatives in the pews."
will lead to eventual success
ouster
country
are
stepping
up
their
efforts
holds
bility
of
the
constitution
that
conservatives
in
the
Theological
that do not show Israel on them and terrorist regime.
who share his views.
for
those
actions
by
and
will
file-disciplinary
Berkley
said.
"I
think
us
together,"
million
members,
church
of
2.5
should
the
enemies
of
Israel
elinmation of anti-Israel textbooks
Why
"I believe that the active courage
the end of July against 350 ministom Palestinian schools.
(and America)disarm when they can which is based in Louisville, object the ouster was a sign that the
of this minister and his congregaters who they believe have broken
church knows where it stands on
1 hese seem like reasonable get the United States to subsidize to what they say is the refusal of
and
violated
tion should have the effect of
ordination
vows
the
constitution."
to
discipline
many
church
officials
tHuc,!,it the Palestinian side is sin- their murderous ways? This makes
other congregations to
empowering
law.
church
activist
and
attorConservative
congregations
that
ministers
and
Lcie about ending decades of war. the United States the biggest and
'enough is enough,- said the
removing
Van
say
Jensen
said
Paul
R.
Jensen,
of
Laguna
ney
especial'disobey
Presbyterian
laws,
Mnr..: I:Ian ords and signed docu- most useful idiot in history, which in
Rev. Jane Adams Spahr, director of
Kuiken from the church sends the
Beach, Calif., filed the disciplinary
ment, ought to be required. Israel is its secular mindset does not under- ly those forbidding marriages of
the Rochester, N.Y.-based group.
Van Kuiken that led a message that no one can get away
action
against
being pressured to give up more stand the depth of the Palestinians'
land
"religious mandate" or their comWhen it has done so before, the mitment to fulfilling a prophecy of
gestures hase not brought Israel their own making.
closer to peace but allowed for more
(Cal Thomas hosts "Aire,
ar to be made from the relinHours" on Fox News Channel The following are editorials published by various newspapers in the United States and abroad, and provided by the Associated Press. This ediquished territory, in order that more Saturdays at 10 p.m. Direct all mail torial is not to be mistaken as representing a position taken by The Associated Press or the Murray Ledger & Times:
territory might he gained on the road for Cal Thomas to: Tribune Media
July 6
in Bosnia. Our military is stretched five years, including nearly $10 bil- make the necessary appointments to
to lsraehs obliteration. Such remains SerVices. 435 N. Michigan Ave.,
Journal Star, Peoria, Ill., on thin. ...
lion in new money,"to turn the tide administer those funds. The presithe stated goal 'oozing from every Suite 1500. Chicago, III. 60611. American troops and Liberia:
It is difficult to stand by and against AIDS in the most afflicted dent laid out some courageous -forPalestinian pore
Readers may also leave e-mail at
President Bush is right to be hes- watch innocent people die in an nations of Africa and the eign policy initiatives. Now is the
The German philosopher Georg Www.calthomas.cont)
itant about sending American troops unending civil war. The humanitari- Caribbean."
time for him and the Congress to
... "The new money is above and deliver.
to Liberia. ...
an reasons for intervention are powOther nations in the region have erful, but the U.S. can only do so beyond aid requests in the current
pledged to send 3,000 troops, if they much.
budget I submitted to Congress,"
July 7
Bush declared. "I carry this commitare accompanied by 2.000 American
The Buffalo (N.Y.) News, on
ment in my soul."
July 5
soldiers. They argue that the U.S.
music sharing via Internet:
Those daring foreign-policy
Chicago Tribune, on AIDS
has a unique interest in- Liberia,
A decision by the Recording
commitments now are melting away Industry Association of America to
since it was founded 150 years ago money for Africa:
The connection between congres- under the heat of congressional go after music fans who trade songs
by former American slaves. Until
U.S.
power
in
1997,
the
spending authorizations and budget wheeling and dealing — and on the Internet is, by one important
Taylor
took
sional
Send your letter to P.O. Box 1040, Murray
with the nation. appropriations has always been fluid a lack of White House follow-up. ... yardstick, understandable. It is not
relations
had
close
KY 42071 or fax to 270-753-1927. Please
Bush is preparing to go on a tour right to take anyone's work and disAmerican soldiers would add credi- — roughly the difference between
include address and telephone number and all letbility and professionalism to the lofty promises and a certified check. of Africa next week. If he wants to tribute it for free without permisters NIIIIJST BE SIGNED! Letters should be between 250-350
peacekeepers.
But rarely has there been such a gap arrive armed with more than half- sion.
words in length and we require letters be typed The Murray
While all true, we still have our between promise and reality as there empty promises, he must press
But we would have more sympaLedger & Times reserves the right to edit or reject any letter
doubts. The United States can't be is in the U.S. role in fighting AIDS Congress to deliver on the funds it thy for the companies had they
authorized in the U.S. Leadership shown a bit more enlightenment in
on the basis of length, style, spelling, grammar, libel, good
the world's policeman. We already in the developing world.
have 150,000 troops in Iraq, 10,000
In January, Bush asked Congress against AIDS Act and the their response to Internet technology
taste and frequent contributors to the Forum page.
in Afghanistan and several thousand to commit $15 billion over the next Millennium Challenge Account, and and file sharing in the first place.
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Mrs. Trentie Magella McCain
Mrs. Trentie Magella Lents McCain, 103. Benton, died Wednesday,
July 9, 2003, at her home near the community of Harvey.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Guy McCain; three children,
Robert McCain. Joe It, McCain and Lugene Cope; one stepgreat-grandson, Michael C. Burd; one great-great-granddaughter, Taylor M.
Robertson; four sisters, Ada A. Lents, Ida L. Green, Lillie P. Darnall and
Effie F. Brown; and four brothers, John H., Rufus, Charles R. and Lexie
I. Lents.
Born March II, 1900, she was the daughter of the late William Henry
Harrison Lents and Margaret Edmonia York Lents. She was a member of
New Bethel Missionary Baptist Church.
Survivors include one granddaughter, Sandra F. Windt, Lone Oak; four
grandsons, Kenneth J. McCain, Willard Russell Cope, Wayne E. Cope
and Richard H. Cope, all of Benton; eight great-grandsons, Joe F. Windt,
and Guy E., Terry L., Timmy R., Todd B., Travis B., Alex D. and Clint A
Cope: one stepgreat-grandson, Jeff B. Jackson; six great-granddaughters,
Kerry M. and Kimberly A. McCain, Amber L. Cope, Deborah J. King,
Sara L. Logue and Lyndsey..R„. Cope; two stepgreat-granddaughters,
Karen K. Edwards and Jill D. Guilt; three great-great-grandsons; five
stepgreat-great-grandsons; two great-great-granddaughters; three step
great-great-granddaughters; one stepgreat-great-great-granddaughter;
numerous nephews and nieces.
The funeral will be Friday at 3 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral.
Home, Benton. Burial will follow in the Cole Cemetery'near Harvey.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Lourdes Hospice, P.O. Box
7100, Paducah, KY 42002-7100.

Curtis Davis
The funeral for Curtis Davis is today (Thursday) at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home. Murray Riley is officiating. Burial will follow in the Brewers Cemetery.
Mr. Davis,82, Benton,died Tuesday, July 8, 2003, at I a.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
A retired farmer, he was a Navy veteran of World War II. He was a
member of Laborer's International Union of North America Local #1214.
Preceding him in death were his first wife, Martha Florence Smith
Davis; one stepdaughter, Shirley Fay. Ivey; one sister, Ruby Riggs, and
one brother, J.W. Davis. He was the son of the late Charlie Davis and
Esma Jones Davis.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Georgia J. Phillips Davis; one son,
Roger Davis, and one stepson, Hurshel Ivey, both of Benton; two brothers, Torn Davis, Benton, and Ed Davis, Harrisburg, Ill.; two grandsons,
Rod Davis and Juddson Davis, and two stepgrandsons, Barry Ivey and
Lee IKy, all of Benton.

James W. Seay, 86, Lynnville community, died Wednesday, July 9, 2003. at
II .55 a.m. at West View Nursing Home. Murray.
A retired farmer, he was a member of Lynnville Church of-Christ. '
His wife. Rudell Seay, one daughter, Joyce Seay, three sisters and two
brothers all preceded him in death. He was the son of the late Joe Seay and
Loretta Harrison Seay.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Jean Miller and husband, Dan,
Murray; one son, Charles Seay and wife, Pat, Lynnville; one sister, Mrs. Dulcie
Cherry. Dukedom, Tenn.; six grandchildren, Rhonda Seay, Sedalia, Dale Seay
and David Seay, both of Lynnville, Dana Beane and Sandy Miller, both of
Lynn Grove, and Shen Paschall, Murray: nine great-grandchildren, one stepgreat-grandson; one great-great-grandson.
The funeral will be Fnday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home.
Mayfield. Richie Spann and the Rev. John Sheppard will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Dale Seay, David Seay, Terry Paschall, Darrell Beane.
Zack Cunningham and Larry Seay. Bunal will follow in the Rhodes Chapel
Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Thursday )

James L (J.L..) Vaughn
James L. (J.L.) Vaughn, 77, Benton, died Tuesday, July 8. 2003, at 12:20
p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
An Army veteran of World War II, he was a member of the IBEW Local
1925 of Martin, Tenn., and a member of Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church, Benton.
One son, Ronnie Cope Vaughn, four sisters and one brother all preceded
him in death. He was the son of the late Ervin Vaughn and Pearl Darnell
Vaughn.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Evelyn Cope Vaughn; one daughter, Mrs.
Kay Ferguson and husband, Burman, Puryear, Tenn.; one son, Jimmie (Hoss)
Vaughn, Benton; one sister. Mrs. Laura Sechrest, Cincinnati, Ohio; one granddaughter, Melissa Kay Arington, Paducah: one grandson, James Brent Vaughn,
Troy, Mo.
Graveside services will be Friday at 11 a.m. at Benton Cemetery. The Rev.
Joey Reed will officiate.
Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home, Benton, is in charge of arrangements,
but no visitation is scheduled.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church Building Fund, 30 Wadesboro Rd. S., Benton, KY 42025.

Mrs. Dorothy Keley Haley
Mrs. Dorothy Kelley Haley, 81, Harrisville, Mich., formerly of Murray,
died Tuesday, July 1,2003, at Alpena General Hospital there.
Born Feb. 13, 1922, in Benton, she was the daughter of the late Rollie
Kelley and Effie Kelley. She was raised in Murray.
She was married Oct. 16, 1944, in West Branch, Mich.,to Lance Haley who
died Jan. 11, 2000. They were residents of Detroit, Mich., briefly before moving to Harrisville. One brother, Sam Kelley, also preceded her in death.
Mrs. Haley was employed as a secretary with Alcona County Equalization
Department, Harrisville, for 30 years. She was a member of the United
Methodist Church in Harrisville and of its women's association.
Survivors include two sons, Michael Haley and wife, Cynthia, Bay City,
Mich., and Patrick Haley,Sarasota, Ha.;one sister, Mrs. Rosebud George, and
one niece, Jennifer Crouse, both of Murray; one godchild, Christy Holmes and
husband, Rich.; two stepgrandchildren; five stepgreat-grandchildren.
A memorial service will be announced at a later date. Expressions of sympathy may be made to the United Methodist Church of Hamsville, Mich., or
to the donor's-choice.

Factory killer had gone through anger counseling
MERIDIAN, Miss. (AP) Doug Williams sat in a meeting with
managers at his factory job, listening
to them explain the importance of
being honest and responsible in the
workplace. Also on the agenda: getting along with co-workers, regardless of their sex or race.
But at some point during the
meeting Williams had heard enough.
He walked out of the room,
telling co-workers, "Y'all can handle this."
Minutes later, he returned with a
shotgun and a rifle. He sprayed the
room with shotgun blasts, killing
two people, and then continued the
rampage on the factory floor, leaving
three more co-workers dead before
taking his own life.
"He said, 'I told you about
(expletive) with me," said co-worker Brenda Dubose, who was in the
meeting.
Williams, a 48-year-old white
man, had undergone anger counseling at least once in the past couple of
years, frustrated because he thought
black people had a leg up in society,
co-workers said.
They said Williams was also
angry that he had been passed over
for promotions at the Lockheed
Martin aircraft parts plant where he
had worked for 19 years. Co-workers said he kept "score" on whoever
he thought was offending him.
Fellow employees also described
him as a "hothead" who had used
racial epithets and made threats

against blacks.
As recently
as three weeks
some
ago,
employees comthat
plained
Williams arrived
at work tvearing
a white covering
over his head
that resembled a
Williams
hood, . Sheriff
Billy Sollie said.
Some employees found the covering
offensive because it resembled a Ku
Klux Klan outfit.
Hubert Threatt, a union shop
steward who had worked with
Williams for 15 years, said other
employees had expressed concerns
to managers about Williams over the
years. Threatt said company counselors came to the plant two years
ago to work with Williams.
Threatt said Williams was generally quiet after the counseling but
once told him: "One of these days,
they're going to (expletive). me off
and I'm going to come here and
shoot some people."
Sollie said investigators were
seeking Williams' personnel records
and-would not comment on any
problems Williams may have had at
work.
Threatt was in the main factory
building when he saw Williams with
a rifle strapped to his back and the
shotgun in his hands. He said he
pleaded with a Williams-not to shoot

people.
"You could see something in his
face. He snapped," Threatt said."He
said, 'Get out of my way or I'll kill
you, too.' He slung me aside with the
gun. He turned away from me and
started running."
In the next minute and a half,
Threatt said Williams killed three

>to prov,,ted

DONATION ... Dr. F. King Alexander (left) and Harry Lee
Waterfield pose soon after Waterfield presented a significant
gift to Murray State's Vision Quest campaign.

Waterfield fulfills
Vision Quest pledge
Harry Lee Waterfield, a member
of the Murray State University
Foundation bowl,recently presented
a gift to Dr. F. King Alexander as a
sigdificant endowment to fulfill his
Vision Quest pledge during MSU's
first-ever, capital campaign that
raised over S30.5 millionin gifts and
pledges.
The Waterfield family has continually supported MSU and have a
long, rich tradition and legacy connected to MSU. Waterfield has
served on the MSU Foundation
board since 1989, and currently
chairs the golf committee, while also
serving on the executive and development committees.
Waterfield, chairman of the board
and president of Investor's Heritage
Insurance,said the he feels very close
to west Kentucky and to the university.
"I am so pleased with the progress
at MSU,and the loyalty that I feel is
a sentiment that is felt by the Many
alumni. Through my involvement as
a board member of the MSU
Foundation, it is evident of how committed and tied the alumni are to
MSU," Waterfield said.
Waterfield is the son of the late
Harry Lee Waterfield. for whom
MSIT SWateffile d'Utirary--is named.
The Waterfield name is entwined into

co-workers at point-blank range on
the plant floor.
Two other co-workers were
already dead and others wounded in
the annex building where the meeting was held. Nine people were hurt,
including Dubose, who was shot in
the hand. Several remained hospitalized Wednesday.

SATELLITE TV
0AffsySilt?
wow .0

Investments Since 1854... Our best investment is you.

STOCK MARKET REPORT

prices as of 9 a.m.
Doss Jones Ind. Avg. ..9088.00 - 68.21 Goodyear
5.25 - 0.08
Air Products
41 60 - 0.45 HopFed Banc*
16.26 B 1639 A
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79.27 - 0.48 IBM
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A01. Time Warner
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23.12 - 0.36
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17.32 - 0.18
BB&T
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Bell South
.26.25 - 0.58 McDonalds
22.60 -0.25
Briggs & Stratton
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61.08
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Microsoft
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Pepsico
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Dean Foods
32.78 - 0.21 Pfizer. Inc.
Schering-Plough
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Exxon-Mobil
35.68 - 0.18
.3430 + 0.04
Ford Motor
11 07 0.05 Sears
31.89 - 0.29
General Electric
28.50 + 0.12 Union Planters
General Motors
24.79 -0.07
36.00 • 0.15 US Bancorp
GlaxoSmithKline ADR ...38.85 - 1.17 UST
.3536 -0.07
Goodrich
21.13 - 039 Wal-Mart
.55.69 - 0.07
Court Square, Murray. KY 42071 The Boston-Ewing Investment Group
270-753-3366•800-444-1854
Hours: 7:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m. M-F
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MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE AND SIPC

BEFORE MERRILL LYNCH.
BEFORE PAINEWEBBER.
BEFORE DEAN WITTER.
BEFORE MORGAN STANLEY.
BEFORE EDWARD JONES.
Who better to help you reach

investment firms? For more
relied on the experience of
Hilliard Lyons for a wide range
of financial solutions. Put our

The Perrys
In Concert
t 44,

Thursday, July 10 at 7 p.m.
A love offering will be taken.
Tim Cole - Pastor

Mark Paschall - Music Director

301 Gilbert Street•492-8664

0% APR Financing on

knowledge of the past and
commitment to the future to

all new Kubota Tractors for up to 36 Months"

work for you.

THE REAL DEAL RIGHT NOW
What are you waiting for?
With zero percent
financing on all new
Kubota tractors, you now
have zero excuses. Come
in today for all the details
and ride away with a real
deal'

The Boston-Ewing
Investment Group
BETTY BOSTON, VP
Certified F.man'.131 Plaint r
practitioner
Financial Consultant
TOM EWING
Registered Investment Advisor
Representative
Financial Consultant

0% A.P.R.

ALL NEW KUBOTA MODELS

36 MONTHS

ALL NEW KUBOTA MODELS

44 MONTHS

2.99% A.P.R

JEANIE M. MARDIS

ALL NEW KUBOTA MODELS

60 MONTHS

2.99% APR.

Registered Saks Assistant

McKeel Equipment Co., Inc.
503 Walnut, Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-3062
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one bf the nation's oldest

00,e1 Baptist Char
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SAYS
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J.J.B. HILLIARD, W.L. LAMS, INC.

'Htlliard Lyons is a market maker m thrs stock
unc-pnct unchanqect
AOchtional
-rquts•

100 MDR
CARS
REQUIRED?

AND YOU DON'T HAVE TO MISS YOUR
FAVORITE LOCAL PROGRAMS EITHER!

long-term financial goals than

Presents

the deep history of MSU.
A 1932 graduate of MSU,the senior Waterfield was a.native a the little community of Tobacco in
Calloway County, and was reared on
a farm that is now a part of MSU' s
campus. An alumnus who was in the
seventh graduating class at MSU.
Waterfield remained sensitive and
responsive to the needs of his alma
mater and the opportunities that
allowed him to contribute to MSU's
continuing growth and success, a trait
he passed on to his son.
During his lifetime, Waterfield
distinguished himself in the public
and private sectors. He was twice.
elected lieutenant governor of
Kentucky and founded Investor's
Heritage Life Insurance Company.
He also served as a member of MSU'
s Board of Regents and as chairman
of the MSU Foundation Board of
Trustees from 1978-88.
As a continuation of his loyal support to the university, the Harry Lee
Waterfield Governmental Studies
Scholarship exists for students who
are majoring in political science or
criminal justice. Additionally, the
annual Harry Lee Waterfield
Distinguished Lecture Series, named
inhis honor, is held on the campus of
MSU each spa ing and attractstop-lee-tures on political science issues.

Hours:
7:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m. M-F
Court Square• Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-3366 or (800) 444-1854
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Poker Run scheduled
at park on Saturday

Anniversary

Kentucky Motorcycle Association will have its
annual Poker Run on Saturday, July 12, at the
Murray-Calloway County Park,located off Arcadia
Drive.
First bike will go out at 10 a.m., with last bike out
at noon. Last bike will be in by 3:30 p.m. Prize of
SW per hand will be given for best and worst hand.
At the close of the run a party will be held with
live band music by Triple Play,food by B & D BBQ,
door prize and raffles.
For more information contact Daniel Ripley at
753-3820, Troy Schooley at 753-5476 or Jeff or
Tonya at 436-2433.

Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community Editor

Murray 12 and Under All Stars Baseball Team will
have a fundraising car wash on Saturday, July 12, from ii a.m. to 4 p.m. at
Taco John's, Murray.

Photo provided

FALWELL TOURNAMENT.. Charlie Hargrove, left, committee
member, and Martha Warren, right, sister of the late Jeanne
Falwell, are pictured with Sam Rickman and Jeremy Bell on the
WNBS Breakfast Show at Martha's Restaurant discussing the
Jeanne Falwell Memorial Leukemia/Lymphoma golf event
scheduled at the Oaks Country Club.

Soccer foundation plans fundraiser
Calloway County Soccer Foundation will have a fund-raising car wash
on Saturday, July 12, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Hardee's. Funds will benefit
the 2003 girls and boys soccer programs at Calloway County High School.
For information call Harry Patterson at 762-0336 or 753-5553.

Jeanne Falwell memorial
golf event to be July 19
The 19th annual Jeanne Falwell for $50 or anyone wishing to make
Memorial Golf Tournament for the a donation should mail the informaLeukemia and Lymphoma society tion to Martha Warren, 1607 Loch
will be Saturday, July 19, at the Lomond Dr., Murray, KY 42071. If
you wish to enter the tournament,
Oaks Country Club.
This is a one-day event featuring please sign up at the Oaks Country
a two-person scramble format. Club, 753-6454.
Registration begins at 8:30 a.m. and
The society, supported entirely
the tournament will begin at 9:30 by public contributions, is a nationa.m.
al voluntary health agency dedicatThe cost, which includes green ed to curing leukemia, lymphoma,
fees, will be $25 per person or $50 Hodgkin's disease and myeloma
per_teamAwards and_lots of prize_ and to improving the quality of life
drawings will follow the tourna- of patients and theirTarnifieS.
_pent. Persons do not have to be
Leukemia, lymphoma and
present to win.
myelorrid are cancers that-originate
All funds _go to the Leukemia_ & in the bone marrow and lymphatic
Lymphoma Society to support tissues. Society figures show an
patients in Kentucky fighting blood- estimated 108,000 people in the
related cancers.
- -Unitecl Siates_ will be diagnosed
Any business can sponsor a hole with these diseases annually.

Gospel singing at Hazel tonight
The Perrys will be presented in concert tonight, July 10, at 7 p.m. at
Hazel Baptist Church, 301 Gilbert St., Hazel. A love offering will be taken.

East council election Friday

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sparks
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sparks of Murray will celebrate their 50th wedding
anniversary on Saturday, July 12, 1950.
The couple will celebrate with a family dinner at the Executive Inn,
Owensboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Sparks were married July 12, 1953, at First Baptist Church,
Murray. Dr. H.C. Chiles officiated at the ceremony.
Mrs_ Sparks, the former_luanita Williams, is the daughter of the late
Perry D. Williams and Mary E. Williams. She is retired from the Lexington
School System, Lexington, Ill.
Mr. Sparks is the son of the late Claren-c-CSNits—and Elsie- Spin k.-He-isretired from Peoples Rank (*Lexington at Lexington, Ill.
They have one daughter, Judith Ann Jordan and husband, -Chris, and
three grandchildren, Jesse, Sarah and Hannah, all of Crofton. One son,
Gordon Spaiks.is-deceased.

Moffitt couple speakers for local Kiwanis Club
Charles and Vicki Moffitt
described
their
hiking
the
Appalachian Trail to members of the
Murray Kiwanis Club, meeting at
Pam's Cake Hut Thursday evening,
July 3.

& Gifts
HWY.641 N. MURRAY
753-1725
401.21rd
VISA
1-800-472-8852

SALE

5 for SALE
$10

Daylillies
& Hosta
Open Mon -Sat. 9-5
5.

The Appalachian- Trail- is 2,168
miles long and winds through 14
states. The Moffitts started at the
lower terminus in Georgia."We followed spring all the way north,"
Vickie said. "North Carolina was
absolutely gorgeous, with mountain
laurel, azaleas, rhododendron and
spring beauty in bloom."
The Moffitts' hike took six
months and three weeks, due to
many side diversions. They tried to
carry a ten-day supply of food and
other needs,leaving the trail at communities where they could resupply
and receive mail at prearranged
locations. While there are several
shelters and hostels along the way,
their main shelter for sleeping was
their tent.
Hiking through the Smoky
Mountains was described as relatively easy. Sections of the trail in
Pennsylvania were described as
quite rocky. "It's where all boots go
to die.- Charles said. "I wore out

East Elementary School Site-Based Decision Making Council will have
..an election for a parent representative for the council on Friday, July 11,
from 7 to 9 a.m. and 1 to 3 p.m. at the school. For information call Viola
Wood at 753-4293.

Singles plan special events
Murray Singles (S.O.S.) will attend Singles Dance at Gibson Building,
Mayfield at 7 p.m., tonight, July 10; attend program at Playhouse in the
Park at 7:30 p.m. Friday, July 11; have swim party with each to bring finger foods and lawn chairs at 2 p.m. at Pat's on Saturday, July 12, and walk
at MSU Regional Special Events Center July 13. This is a group for all singles whether divorced, widowed or never married. For more information
call-Jackicat-L'70-247-7354.or_Shirley at 753-6224.

Palestine VBS Saturday
Palestine United Methodist Church will have its anniiiiViatiOfi-Bibte--School on Saturday, July 12,from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the church. Classes for
preschool through teens will be held. For information call Rhonda Kirk at
767-0580.

Salem VBS planned Saturday
Salem Baptist Church, north of Lynn Grove, will have its annual
Vacation Bible School on Saturday, July 12, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the
Church. Classes for preschool through teens will be held, according to the
Rev.John Sheppard, pastor.

Downtown market each Saturday
Another special activity for each Saturday on Murray's Downtown Court
Square is the Saturday Farmer's Market from 7:30 a.m. to noon which will
continue every Saturday through Oct. 18. Persons will be able to buy local
farm fresh produce, baked and canned goods, plants, flowers and crafts.
Murray Main Street volunteers help to organize this weekly event for the
community.

Jeffrey homecoming Sunday
The annual homecoming and fund-raising event at Jeffrey Cemetery,
located on Roosevelt Road, east of Dexter, will- be Sunday, July 12. Bro
Richard Burkeen,son of Andy and Janeen Burkeen, will speak at 11:30 a.m.
with a potluck lunch to follow. Those unable to attend may send their donations for cemetery maintenance to Marilyn McKinney, 1240 Howard Rd.,
Farmington, KY 42040;Jack Scott,4904 Roosevelt Rd., and Patsy Stallons,
92 Jeffrey Cemetery Ln., both at Dexter KY 42036.

Jones reunion will be _Saturday
Descendants of Solomon Jones of Golden Pond will hold their third
annual reunion at the Bayview building at Kenlake State Resort Park on
Saturday. July 12, at 10 a.m. A potluck lunch will be served at noon. For
more information call Retta Balentine at 522-6192.

Vicki and Charles Moffitt
two pairs of boots in Pennsylvania."
Some trail sections in the White
Mountains of New Hampshire were
bare granite and were above the tree
line. On Mt. Washington they
NOW CARRYING THE SUPRA LINE OF TELEVISIONS
encountered ice in August in an area
AT COMPETITIVE PRICES!
where winds above 70 miles per
hour occur about one-hundred days
"Y
j our Authorized GE Show7ose Dea!erper year.
. .- 'eat
The Appalachian trail ends in
Maine.
"We met some wonderful
The Largest
people. It renewed our faith in
Nest kcurate Oeer,
Amenca
humanity" Vicki concluded.
' PYofili.
"We Service All Brands"
GSD512COBB
212 East Main St. • 753-1586

Key-Cunninghan reunion Sunday
The family of Van Key and Maggie Cunningham Key will have a
reunion on Sunday, July 13, at 2 p.m. at the Paris Landing Hotel at Paris
Landing State Park. All relatives and friends are invited.

TWS ARE BACK!

Birthday celebration on Saturday
Mrs. Elsie Williams, former resident of Mayfield and Calloway County,
will be honored at a reception in celebration of her 100th birthday on
Saturday, July 12, from 2 to 4 p.m. at the Donelson Fellowship Church,
3210 McGavack Pike, Nashville,Tenn. All relatives and friends are invited.
Persons may send her cards and letters to Elsie B. Williams, Johnson's
Retirement Center, 3190 Carthage Hwy., Lebanon,TN 37087.

oJep3r___.

MURRAY
, APPLIANCE

Canaanland Quartet at Glory Bound

,,,B

The Canaanland Quartet of Smithland will be the featured entertainers
at Glory Bound Entertainment tonight, July 10, from 7 to 9 p.m. at the
Glory Bound Coffee House, Chestnut Street. Each one is asked to bring a
can of food for Need Line. There is no admission, but a love offering will
be taken.

It's Time For The...

of Paducah

All Stars plan fundraiser

ORNAMENT PREMIER

Narcotics Anonymous tonight

Saturday & Sunday
July 12 &13

MURRAY SERVICE CENTER
Each Friday 9 a.m.-Noon

Murray Narcotics Anonymous - Recovery in Action will meet tonight,
July--I-0, at-8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church, 1620 West Main St.,
Murray. Persons are asked to use the back entrance. For information call
753-8419.

Bereavement group will meet

EARN 100 BONUS POINTS
per ornament purchase
July 12-13 Only

Days Inn
517 S. 12th St.• Murray

Bereavement Support Group will meet tonight, July 10, at 6:30 p.m. in
the private dining room #1 of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For information call MCCH Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 762-1274.
'T

50 BONUS POINTS
per ornament July 14-18 Only
(See store for bonus points details)

753-6706 or call our Main Office at
1-866-773-4327
OUR STAFF HAS OVER 100 YEARS
COMBINED EXPERIENCE
VISA

We Accept

FREE Snow What
Fun" Fabric
Snowman With
Purchase 0( Any
Three Snowman's
Land Keepsake
Ornaments
-Mrtiltrtupptimtlrgn

Come to the Ornament Premier &
See'The Mystery Keepsake Ornament.

Ginger's Hallmark
Shoppes of Murray • 640 N. 12th St.• 759.9758

1-1-1E. ttON1Gsla
YARD ART. FURNITURE & POTTERY
OPEN JULY 11-14

FRIDAY, SAT. & MON. 9-5•SUNDAY 2-4

10% Off
Arches & Yard Art
With This Ad

As Requested, Pottery Barn Rugs, All-SizesGreat Prices, Available This Opening
//ivy. 79 N., turn right at Trollingrec NV and
,torage hhigs. 0,,lakeway(trek Path, TN
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Writer'sPotpourri
By Charlie York
Writer's Potpourri will be
Saturday, July 12, at 9:30 a.m. at the
Calloway County Public Library.
All interested writers arc welcomed.
Charlie York. director, has
released some of the poems written
by participants as follows:

DADDY'S MULES
By Lenda Easley
My Granddad would die
at an early age
Dad would go to school
through fifth grade.

My Dad would tend
the farm.
Put the animals in
the barn.
He would harness the
mules to plow,
until sweat dropped
from his brow. Mr. Frank often
said,
"Your Dad worked hard
was a young boy
turned into a man."
Dad-was gentle and kind
to everyone he knew.
He would be out and
the skies blue.
And even if the
wind blew, .
He would be out everyday,
trying to feed his family. .
Making ends meet,
Turning his skin until
it was red beet.
He loved those two mules

Photo provided

ROTARY MEETING.. New members of the Murray Rotary
Club are, from left. Bill Davis, retired consultant; Jeff
Blodgett, Briggs & Stratton; and Teresa Speed, principal of
Murray High School. Each one gave a brief talk on their
background as part of the program for the club meeting at
Pagliai's.

Homra featured in Habitat magazine
Leslie Homra is featured as a
SOS Superstar for the Nashville
Area Habitat for Humanity in the
Spring 2003 issue of "Willing
Hands."
Homra,daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Homra of Murray, is a
career nurse and
medical adminin
istrator
Nashville. She
came to Habitat
in Nashville with
Junior
the
League in 1994
and has continued as a volunteer.
Homra
"In addition
to all the construction work she does on the
builds, she also functions as a first
aid nurse onThe job sitCard serves

as coordinator for the Supervisors
on Site(SOS)group. Leslie is also a
vital member of the Construction
Committee. Leslie's energy, leadership and great attitude are wonderful assets .to our ministry," said
Habitat officials.

to the day he died
He called their names
until I cried
THE MERRY GYPSY
By Anisa Mahfoud
Merry Gypsy, merry Gypsy
dance with me.
She attracted his attention from
among the multitude
With her charming features and
her pleasant attitude
They exchanged glances. they
took no chances
They met in a festival party
He was a professor, she was a
Gypsy, merry, and hearty
He looked into her soft warm
eyes
And he where his future lies
She looked into his eyes and said
to herself':
He is my type. nice and sweet
Like an.elf.
Chorus: Merry Gypsy, merry
Gypsy dance with me
They talked and danced the

Special trip
planned by
churches

ONE PURPOSE
By Dorothy Locke Inman'
One Purpose singing
their gospel songs.
Foot tapping, hand
clapping sing-a-long
One Purpose they
have in their mind
Spread the gospel
of Jesus divine
One Purpose on
this we'll agree.
Praise and serve Jesus
who died for you and me.
One Purpose doesn't only
sing in Puryear Town,
They spread the gospel
of Jesus all around.

LOOK INTO OUR NEW PHOTO REPRINTS!

www.murrayledgemom

Powsr.d By

Click on the button for details!

Home & Garden Decor

(110% OFF

Good thru August 2, 2003

Any Purchase of Iron, Talavera & Pottery,)
(hurter. Pettst:t
(•23 ,smith It!, st. • 7v, 7-1100

THURS. & FRI. 10-6 & SAT. 10-3

New Shipment
Has Arrived!

WEEKEND
SALEM

SAVE AT ALL 3 FLEMING FURNITURE STORES!

NO PAYMENToot
NO INTEREST

6 MONTHS*

Lookfor the BRIGHT RED TICKETS 10°HU( s
NLY
and save onfurniturefor your entire house! 9 AM-7
p

Martin's Chapel and Good
Methodist
Shepherd
United
Churches will sponsor a bus trip to
Branson, Mo.;Sept. 3-6.
The-trip package includes chartered bus transportation, bus driver
tip, .three nights in the Days Inn,
three complimentary continental
breakfast and two "dinner buffet
style" meals.
. The entertainment package
includes Andy Williams/Glen
Campbell Show, Waltzing Waters
Theater. Paul Harris Comedian
Show, Shepherd of the Hills
Outdoor Drama, The Braschler's
Variety Show and Acrobats of
China.
Cost will be $410 per person for
two people in a room. Each person
will be responsible for all extra
meals and other personal expenses.
A deposit of $50 is required with
the final balance due July 31.
Checks should be made out to
"UMC Church Trips" and reservations mailed to UMC Church Trips,
c/o Rev. 'Michael Blake, 1001
Fairlane Dr.. Murray, KY 42071.
For more information call 7535809.

www.murrayledger.com
your internet
source
for
all the
news

Gypsy. marry me
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Kelly named
in publication
Abby Kelly of Murray has been
named an All-American Scholar by
the United States Achievement
Academy.
Kelly is a student at Calloway
7County-Middle
—
- — Her biography will appear
in the academy
yearbook.
Kelly is the
daughter of Jim
and Joetta Kelly
of Murray.
Her grandparents are Joe
and Dorathean
Kelly
Harlow and the
late
Lorene
Harlow of Glasgow and the late
Jack and Geraldine Kelly of
Murray.

whole night through
With a mutual feeling that was
weal and true
She said: (Dance and laughter is
all I want.)
God made me a merry Gypsy, it
is not my fault.)
Chorus: Merry Gypsy. merry
Gypsy dance with me
Merry Gypsy, when shall I see
you again?
—
Teach me to live a bohemian
With you 1 feel like a bird on a
tree
Nappy, happy. happy and care
free
She said: (Follow me and listen
to your heart
Let us stay together and never
depart.)
Chorus: Merry Gypsy, merry

Save 1/2 Price
on Living Rooms, is
Dining Rooms & Bedrooms
Save On

Lane
Recliners
-

FLEMING FURNITURE - ALL WE Do Is SAVE You MONEY!
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Slumping Cards
fall to Dodgers
All of a
ST. LOUIS (AP)
sudden, the low-scoring Los Angeles Dodgers are putting together
some rallies.
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Rick Ankiel is out for the season with a
Rookie David Ross and Cesar
torn ligament in his left elbow that will require surgery, cutting
lzturis drove in two runs apiece
short his latest comeback attempt in the St. Louis Cardinals' minor
as the Dodgers, enjoying another
league system.,
rare burst of offense, beat the St.
"What a tough thing to happen," St. Louis manager Tony La
Louis Cardinals 6-5 Wednesday
Russa said Wednesday night. "It's terrible. He was on his way
night.
back."
The outburst came after a
Ankiel had elbow pain in his last outing, and an MRI exam
pregame meeting to discuss the
Wednesday revealed the tear.
team's lack of production.
Ankiel's last two outings for Double-A Tennessee were his best
"You can always say it was the
of the season, a pair of seven-inning complete games in which
meeting," Ross said. "The guys
he allowed four hits in 14 innings with five walks and 18 strikemade a conscious decision to batouts. He finished 2-6 with a 6.29 ERA in 20 games, half of them
tle out there. That's what we have
starts.
to do night in and night out."
He had 64 strikeouts, 49 walks and 10 wild pitches in 54 1The Dodgers have totaled 11 runs
3 innings.
the last two games after scoring
20 in the previous 11. Los Ange- ning for the first time in four verge of turning his season around,
les is hitting an NI-low .241.
starts.
going 3-0 with a 3.76 ERA in his
Los Angeles got to Brett Tomko
The Dodgers ended a three- four previous starts. This was his
for five runs in the fourth inning, game losing streak and won for last start before the All-Star break.
and wound up scoring six runs the third time in 16 games over"I rattled off three or four good
for the first time since June 25. all.
ones in a row," Tomko said. "To
It feels good to watch this
Paul Shuey escaped a sixth- have a bad one before you shut
team in the midst of some seri- inning, bases-loaded jam by strik- it down for a few days doesn't
ous adversity over the course of ing out Albert Pujols with the sit well."
the last couple of weeks come in bases loaded. Eric Gagne got the
Ross was 2-for-2 with two walks,
here and compete against the last_four outs for his 31st save in and his fifth homer in 50 at-bats
league's best offensive club." 31 opportunities — he has 39 in this season put the Dodgers
ahead
Dodgers manager Jim Tracy said. a row dating to last year.
in _the_ third. Hart singled, stole
"We played a very good game."
Tomko (5-6) lasted six innings, second and scored on Rolen's sinScott Rolen homered and had giving up six runs on eight hits. gle to tie it in the third inning.
two RBIs for the Cardinals, who He's given up NI highs for runs
The Dodgers broke the game
have lost three in a row. Bo Hart (82) and hits (153) in 118 innings open in the fourth with
Izturis'
singled:walked,stole his-first career and was second in the NI%Vith two-run singlecapping a
five-nn
base and drove in a run.
22 homers allowed, two behind burst. Chad Hermansen, Jolbert
Kazuhisa Ishii (8-3) gave up Ben Sheets of the Brewers.
Cabrera and--Ross drove in a run
four runs in 5 1-3 innings, winTomko thought he was on the apiece.

Bryant's
image
taking
a hit

Ankle! out for season

Tour de France

Rueter on DL

CHRISTOPHE ENA/AP
HEAD-ING HOME ... U.S. Postal Service team leader Lance Armstrong pedals during
the fourth stage of the Tour de France on Wednesday. The U.S. Postal Service team
won the stage. with its Colombian rider Victor Hugo Pena taking the overall lead.

Armstrong one second back
SAINT-DIZIER, France (AP)
— Lance Armstrong is breathing easier.
The four-time Tour de France
winner is only a second behind
the leader. U.S. Postal teammate
Victor Hugo Pena, with the hardest part of the three-week race
still ahead.
In Wednesday's fourth stage
— a 42.8-mile team time trial
from Joinville to Saint-Dizier —
Armstrong and his teammates
blew the competition away,
recording their first ever win in
the speed and teamwork-orientated discipline.
Armstrorig, closing -1W 1F
Spaniard Miguel Indurain's record

of five-straight Tour victories, is
peaking at the right time — with
the weekend's mountain stages
lying in wait.
"I had some problems before
the Tour that I didn't elaborate
on," Armstrong said after the
win. "I didn't talk about them
because it's really not important.
But I'm getting better. I feel
better every day."
With the Postals hogging the
top eight places in the overall
rankings. Armstrong and his teammates are in great shape to tackle the next five stages, which
begin with some modest climbs
-today and Friday before the first
of three daunting alpine stages.

By EDDIE PELLS
AP Sports Writer
With his captivating smile and
wholesomely hip persona that
appeals to teens on the playground
and millionaires in the front row,
Kobe Bryant has established himself as one of the top marketable
athletes of his era.
That image, however, is in jeopardy following a 19-year-old
woman's accusation that Bryant
sexually assaulted her. He hasn't
been charged, but the allegation
alone
raises
questions about
the NBA star's
marketability —
for now and the
future.
It's
an
untimely blow
for the Los
Angeles Lakers'
guard, who just
Bryant
last
month
signed a multimillion-dollar sneaker deal with Nike to go with contracts he already has with Sprite,
McDonald's and Spalding.
"They haven't charged him yet
KYLE ERICSON/A
and
people are already tearing down
JUST OUT OF REACH ... St. Louis left fielder Albert Pujols
personality,"
his
media buyer Tom
is unable to grab this home run hit by the Dodgers David
DeCabia said.
Ross during the third inning of Wednesday's game at Busch
Bryant has yet to make a pubStadium.—L.A. defeated the Cardinals 6-5.
lic statement. His attorney, Pamela
Mackey, says he is innocent and
expects to be exonerated.
In a worst-case scenario, Bryant
could lose up to $150 million in
potential earnings, estimates Bob
Williams of Burns Sports and
DENVER(AP)—The San FranCelebrities
Inc.
cisco Giants placed left-hander Kirk
An MRI, which was read by
Last
fall,
Williams' firm comRueter on the I5-day disabled list several different doctors on WednesWednesday with a strained throw- day, revealed no significant struc- missioned a poll that listed Bryant
ing shoulder.
tural changes in the shoulder. Rueter as the third-best product endorsGiants was to return to San Francisco er in sports, behind Tiger Woods
The
and Michael Jordan.
purchased
the today for another exam.
Williams says Bryant's cleancontract of rightPowell, 7-7 with a 3.95 ERA
hander
Brian in 22 appearances (14 starts) in cut image has taken a permanent
Powell
from Fresno, will start today's game hit, the repercussions of which
aren't fully known.
Triple-A Fresno against Colorado.
"There's damage done," he said.
to take Rueter's
By using Powell, the Giants
shocker was that he was
"The
place on the ros- give All-Star right-hander Jason
even
in
the situation. If you had
ter.
Schmidt another day's rest. Schmidt
to pick a handful of athletes who
Rueter was will start Friday in Arizona.
Rueter
forced to leave_
Manager Felipe Alou also chose would never get in a situation
in the second inning of his start to have Jerome Williams start on like this, he'd have probably been
Tuesday night against St. Louis.
Saturday and Jim Brower rill on your list. There's a shock fac"Kirk has absolutely no pain Rueter's scheduled start on Sun- tor that people will remember."
Bryant was married in 2001
today and his exam is pretty nor- day.
and
became a father in January.
mal," team trainer Stan Conte said.
"I'm doing all this to build our
"I don't know what to make of rotation back up for after the break," He wore his baby girl's hospital
that, but there is no doubt that he Alou said. "We'll have Damian ID bracelet in his first game after
walked off the mound (Tuesday) Moss in the bullpen until we get she was born, enhancing his wholesome image, and later appeared
and that his pain tolerance is very back from the break."
in ESPN ads carrying a case of
diapers.
David Carter, head of The Sports
Business Group marketing firm in
Redondo Beach, Calif., said Bryant
has a rare global appeal for marketers, but that the accusation
could certainly hurt his image.
History shows stars can overcome negative publicity to mainStaff Report
one more in the top of the eighth. tain good endorsement shelf lives.
Murray Ledger & Times
Eli Bock led off Calvert's half
Baltimore Ravens linebacker
DRAFFENVILLE, Ky. — Mur- of the eighth with a walk. Sean Ray Lewis appeared all but finray High School product Dylan Volp Pierce then hit into a force play, ished as an endorser when he and
hit a two-run single to break a 4- but Warren Van Wyck's infield two friends were ctruged with
4 tie in the bottom of the eighth single set the stage for Volp's two- murder in the stabbing deaths of
inning and give Calvert City Post out base hit.
two men after the 2000 Super Bowl.
236 a 6-4 win over Paducah Post
Van Wyck was 3-for-4 while
Five months later, the charges
31 in American Legion baseball Hunter Moss (2-3) went 2-for-4 against Lewis were dropped. Lewis
action Wednesday.
at the plate and worked the final pleaded guilty to obstructing law
Volp's game-winning RBIs two innings to earn the pitching enforcement officers and interferhelped Calvert City (13-19) pick win. Starter Josh Inglish combined. ing with an investigation. Today,
up its second-ever win over Pad- with Moss to scatter 10 hits.
he makes millions from endorseucah, with both victories over Post
Post 236 will continue its home- ment deals with Reebok, EA Sports
3 l (15-11) coming this season.
stand today when it hosts Metrop- and even the NFL, which fined
Paducah scored a run in both olis (111.) at 7 p.m. in Draffenville him $250,000 after his arrest.
the first and third innings at Mike before visiting Ziegler, Ill., FriJordan has been through gamMiller Park before Calvert came day at 5 p.m.
bling allegations, a breach-of-conback with three in the bottom of
The Calvert City squad will tract lawsuit filed by a former
the third.
return to action this weekend, host- lover (it was recently dismissed
Post 31 then tied the game with ing a Saturday doubleheader against by a judge) and marital problems,
a score in the sixth and answered teams from Effingham, Ill. (II
yet his status as a pitchman remains
Post 236's seventh-inning tally with a.m.) and Jackson, Mo. (3 p.m.) strong.

The danger has almost passed
for Armstrong — fortunate not
to be seriously hurt in Sunday's
first stage when the Texan was
among around 35 riders caught
in a pileup.
Armstrong will hope to avoid
further mishap in today's fifth
stage — a 121.52-mile route
from Troyes toward Nevers in
central France. The course is relatively flat with some minor hill
climbs.
Friday's sixth stage sees the
first noteworthy climb.
Riders must tackle the Cote
des Echarnieaux — which peaks
at 2,336 feet — before arriving
in Lyon.

Itolp's single lifts
Post 236 to win

•

Vantek, Jenkins win on-line balloting for final All-Star spots

NEW YORK (AP)
Boston catcher
Jason -Varitek and Milwaukee outfielder
Geoff Jenkins won the Internet balloting
for the final spots on their respective AllStar teams.
Varitek received 3,210,509 votes to
beat out Frank Thomas of the Chicago
White Sox, Eric Byrnes of the Oakland
Athletics, Jason Giambi of the New York

Yankees and Bengie Molina of the Anaheim Angeh - for the -32nd spot on the AL team. "It's a great honor. I hope I can represent my teammates well," Varitek said.
"It's a huge compliment.'I want to thank
the fans in Boston. They are the ones
that made the difference. It's just a great
honor for anybody to have."

Varitek, batting .296 with 15 homers it."
and 51 RBIs going into Wednesday's game----fharnbi ended up making the team artyin Toronto, will be making his first All- way. He was picked Wednesday by AL
Star appearance in next Tuesday's game manager Mike Scioscia as a replacement
in Chicago.
for the injured Mike Sweeney.
"I'm sure anybody would like to have
Jenkins received 2,872,200 votes to
the opportunity," Varitek said. "It's a nice win the final spot on the NL team, beatmilestone for me and my career and I'm ing out Benito Santiago of the San Fransure my family and friends will cherish cisco Giants, Kenny Lofton of the Pitts-

burgh Pirates, Orlando Cabrera of the
Montreal Expos and Luis Castillo of the
Florida Marlins.
"I'm probably the happiest man on the
planet right now," Jenkins said.
Jenkins, who will also be making his
first All-Star appearance, entered Wednesday's game against Pittsburgh batting .285
with 20 homers and 68 RBIs.
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SCOREBOARD
Representing

Sponsored By:

Haverstock and Sutter
Insurance Agency

Weft Auto
allurance

Nobody can protect yor AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415

Lindy Suiter

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W
L PO. GB
58
Atlanta
31
652
-49
39
557
8 1/2
Philadelphia
Montreal
48
43
527
11
47
45
511 12 1.2
Florida
39
50 .438 19
New York
Central Division
W
L Pct. GB
47
Houston
43
522
—
46
44
511
1
Chicago
46
44
511
1
St Louis
Cincinnati
40
49 449
6 1/2
Pittsburgh
39
48
448
6 1/2
37
52
416
9 1/2
Milwaukee
West Division
W
L Pct. GB
San Francisco
55
35
611
Arizona
51
39
567
4
47
Los Angeles
42 528
7 1/2
47
Colorado
46 ..505
9 1/2
San Diego
34
58
370 22
Wednesday's Games
Atlanta 6, N V Mets 3
Chicago Cubs 5, Florida 1
Philadelphia 2. Montreal 0
Los Angeles 6, St Louis 5
Houston 12. Cincinnati 2
Milwaukee 2. Pittsburgh 1, 12 innings
Colorado 11,.San Francisco 7
Arizona 8, San Diego 3
Today's Games
Pittsburgh (Suppan 7-7) at Milwaukee (Ford
0-1). 1135 prrf
Atlanta (Maddox 6-8) at Chicago Cubs
(Estes 6-7), 1.20 pm
San Diego (Jarvis 1-2) at Arizona (Dessens
5-5), 505 p m.
Philadelphia (Padilla 7-8) at N Y Mets (Trachsel 8-5), 610 pm
Cincinnati (P Wilson 5-5) at Houston (VIIlone 0-0), 7.05 p.m.
Los Angeles (Od Perez 5-7) at St. Louis
(Morris 8-5), 7 10 p m
San Francisco (Powell 0-0) at Colorado
(Oliver 6-5), 805 p.m

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
L Pct. GB
New York
55
34
618
Boston
37
52
584
3
48
43 527
8
Toronto
47 460
14
Baltimore
40
31
57
352 23 12
Tampa Bay
Central Division
Pct, G8
Kansas City
48
40
545
—
44
45
494
4 1/2
Minnesota
43
46
483
5 1/2
Chicago
Cleveland
38
51
427 10 1/2
Detroit
23
65
261
25

Seattle
Oakland
Anaheim
Texas

West Division
W
L
56
33
50
39
45
43
3752

Pct. GB
629
562
6
511 10 1/2
416 19

Wednesday's Games
Oakland 6, Tampa Bay 3
Boston 8, Toronto 7
N Y Yankees 6, Cleveland 2
Detroit 4, Chicago White Sox 2
Texas 4, Minnesota 1
Baltimore 7, Seattle 2
Anaheim 5, Kansas City 3
Today's Games
Chicago White Sox (Loaiza 11-4) at Detroit
(Cornejo 3-7). 12 05 p.m
Tampa Bay (Sosa 2-6) at Oakland (Mulder
11-6), 2:35 p.m
Kansas City (George 9-5) at Anaheim (Sele
5-6). 305 p.m
Boston (Mendoza 2-3) at Toronto .(Lidle 107), 605 p.m.
N Y. Yankees (Clemens 8-6) at Cleveland
(Ja_ Davis 7-7). 6.05 p.m.
Minnesota (Reed 4-8) at Texas (Thomson
5-9), 7:05 pm
Baltimore (Ponson 11-5) at Seattle (Garcia
9-7), 9:05 p.m.
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Pirates' 1B
booked after
hitting sausage
MILWAUKEE (AP) — Pittsburgh first baseman Randall Simon
was booked for misdemeanor battery for hitting one of the Milwaukee Brewers' popular racing
sausages with a bat during
Wednesday night's game.
Simon was released, said a
spokeswoman for the Milwaukee
County Sheriff's Department who
asked not to be identified. Simon
will meet with the district attorney's office today, and it will be
up to prosecutors to determine
whether formal charges are filed.
In an event that's a fan favorite
at Miller Park, four people in
sausage costumes race around the
bases between the- sixth and seventh innings at Milwaukee Brewers games.
Film of Wednesday night's race
showed that when the group went
past the Pirates' third-base dugout,
Simon took a two-handed chop
at the Italian sausage character
— portrayed by a 20-year-old
South Milwaukee woman — hitting her from behind and causing her to tumble to the ground.
As she fell, a nearby sausage
— the hot dog — went down
as well.
Simon was on the top step of
the dugout and reached over the
railing to make contact.
"They were doing the sausage
race. He hit her with the base-

ball bat," said Deputy Inspector
Sherry Warichak of the Milwaukee County Sheriff's Department,
which provides security at Brewers games. "When he hit her,
that other character fell."
"They both were treated at the
scene for scraped knees, but at
this point I don't think they have
any other complaints," she said.
She declined to release the
names of the women.
Warichak said the two women.
along with Simon, were interviewed at the stadium.
Simon drew boos from many
of the fans when he was later
used as a pinch-hitter in the seventh. He grounded mit in a game
Milwaukee won 2-1 in 12 innings.
Pirates
outfielder
Reggie
Sanders said he thought the weight
of the head on the sausage costume contributed to the fall.
"It maybe made it look worse
than it was," Sanders said. "It
was an unfortunate situation and,
hopefully, it gets resolved."
"It was very strange," he said.
Rick Schlessiriger, the Brewers' executive vice president for
business operations, said he felt
Simon's "conduct is just unjustified."
Schlessinger said he was in contact with Larry Silverman, vice
president/baseball legal counsel
for the Pirates.

TARGET PRACTICE ... Ken Moreland (above photo, second from right) and John Spivey (below, first from left)
each scored a hole-in-one during the month of June at
Sullivan's Par 3 Golf and Sports Center. Moreland carded his ace during the Senior Day tournament June 27
at Sullivan's, winning $100 and a trophy for his accomplishment. Witnesses were playing partners Tony Hurley.
Jim Paul and Don Wilhelm. Spivey recorded his hole-inone June 10 during a round with playing partners Shawn
Mitchell and Hogan Sullivan.

Industry stunned by show horse attack
Owners and breeders at this week's LexBy MURRAY EVANS
Milwaukee breeder and shower Scott Matington Junior League Horse Show at The Red ton said he wants to win as much as anyone.
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — The case of a Mile harness track are struggling with the idea but there's also a camaraderie within the induschampion show horse and four stable mates that such brutality had invaded their genteel
falling ill after someone injected them in a community, in which the high-stepping, mus"Mr best -Mena-are-o-ur-biggest competile: with an unknown substance has unnerved cular horses with long, arched necks are judged tors," Matton said. "You go and fight and
many in the American saddlebred- industry-s--COr-their distinctive walking styles in divisions --battle-the-best--you-ean7 -but -sabotaging-sewwell-mannered world of top hats and jodh- like fine harness, park and country pleasure. body else's horse? I've never seen that. We
"Nobody in their wildest dreams would ever are competitors. but we have to buy horses
purs.
Kentucky State Police are investigating, but imagine something like this happening in our from them and they have to buy horses from
no arrests have been made since Wild Eyed—industry," -said- Dede Gatti. advertising inan- us, We have to _get along."
and Wicked, a two-time winner of the indus- ager and technical coordinator for the LexBridget Parker, a business associate of Doutry's Triple Crown; and each of the others ington-based American Saddlebred Horse Asso- ble D Ranch owners Dave and Dena Lopez.
suffered the injuries more than a week ago at ciation. "This is something that families do said police investigators have told her that
the Double D Ranch in Versailles.
together."
they had never heard of a similar case.

ey.

Sports Physicals
fckee

For all athletes in middle and high school at either
PREE.
Murray Independent or Calloway County school systems.

www.murrayiedgericom

West Wood Wines
and Liquors
1224 W. Wood St.• Hwy.54 & 69• Paris, TN • 731-642-7714
UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP

Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Outpatient Services
July 12, 19, and 26
8 a.m. to 12 p.m.

WAREHOUSE NOW OPEN SUNDAYS 12-6

Li

uor Prices

Hangar 1

Citadelle Vodka

Barton Vodka

750 ml

750 ml

1.75L

All athletes are required to have a physical,
either at thefree clinic or by a physician.

$28.84

$24.67

$10.95

All screenings are provided by volunteer physicians and nurses.
AI

Svedka Vodka

Pearl Vodka

Skyy Vodka

Call Allison Itancaster
at 270-762-1832 fcr
more infcrmation.

750m1

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

O2i/,vG FOP

14

HOSPITAL

w74Z- 7

1:11"11114110

2002 OLDS BRAVADA AWD
Wither - Chrome Meets All Pit. CO

2002 FORD MUSTANG
.

4141

Pit.Sestfillindows/locks

2003 PONTIAC BONNEVILLE
All Pin -CD - 40 Console low Niles

9,500
2003 BUICK RENDEZVOUS
Nort windows s, Licks- Demote - CIPtayer

18 900
2000 SMC JIMMY

414

Pon CD Myer - Remote

'19,900
2000 CHEVROLET TRACKER
4WII All Pit. CO Player- Simnel

'11,900

BRANDON

isImoto

'13,900

S25,900

MITSUBISHI GAUUIT ES
imirs
zzL__4NP2000
er Pon illindows &1scs home Entry

750 ml

$26.18

750m1 $ 7.16

COME SEE THE LARGEST LIQUOR SHOWROOM
& SELECTION IN WEST TENN.

Sizzlin) Summer Sale!

WE'VE GOT
Arar771111131

$13.99

15,900

"Tuff-Toro fiydrostafic
transmission
"Anti-Scalp Deck Wheels
"Solid Steel front Axle
"Convenient StepThrough Design
"Change Speed &
Direction Without
Clutching
"[quipped w/Headlights

2002 OtDS ALERT)
lii Pit

ii.J WORLD

1300 121 N. BY-PASS- MURRAY, KY
(270) 753-5315 — (800) 455-5315

v

c;)

38- Cut w/14.5 H.P. Briggs
& Stratton Engine
Reg S2 29q

799

Sale $ 1,

42" Cut w/16 H.P. Briggs
& Stratton Engine
Reg $2,999 00

2,399

Sale $

(While Supplies Last)

Remote CO MTV low Niles

s11,900

Available in:

rilLIRRAY

We Are Your Authorized

200 East Main St.• Murray, KY • 753-8201

Dealer

SUPPLY COMPANY
..
Inc.

SNAPPER
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Classifieds
ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers ate requestea to check the test
risertion ot tree aas tor any error Murray
.edger & Times we be responsibie lot only one
incorrect Melon Any error snould be repon
ad ennedistim so correctors can be mac*

State la*, forbid thu.ninination in the siw icnoi 'i .lcnisiag,.t

real estate baced of !actors in Addition to
er-al tata

AD DEADLinn
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturda

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

%turro I edger & I Mies Fair Housing 5.i Ntallt
All te.1 estate
hcirin i• sante.; I, air I cdciai I .i
Housing Act schich makes it illegal to afsertisc arts preference
ilMJIAtion of Jri,.iiilUflhiisifl Used
IrligkM1. sec
handicap tmjnjiigl status ‘.1 MationAl oi1514i i nlelltion to Maki
An% such preferencesiInhI.diOns ii iii Ti.,ii'n

Fri. 11 a.m.
Mon. 11 a.m.
Mon. 5 p.m.
Wed 11 am.
Wed. 5 p.m.
Thur. 12 •.m.

pi4cici under te0

not soingbaccept an!, ads raising 1,4 real estate a hiL t.
is in siOialtlifi ot the 1A% All persons arc hcretr. 'Moaned thai
dwellings athertised are asadahle on. an
oppoallinil basis
V.e øill

For further assivance aid)
HouNnig
.AA Counsel kene P
! a

•NttirtMents •onta.1

MA. WINN.
Ir 1.1 I

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic 8 Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn 6 Garden

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets 8 Supplies
Livestock 8 Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sate
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles 8 ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco 8 Supplies

MINIM

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
$7.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period
$2.75 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

LINE AIDS
$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.11 per word per day.
$2.75 extra for Shopper Mon Claainfieda go into Shopping usudei 112.60 extra for blind box ada
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit
any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

c.

010

010
Legal
Notice

Leoal
Notice

I N

090
Domestic & Childcare

Ell 0 It 1

The Murray Electric System is accepting
bids for the purchase of 1 compact size pickup truck. Detailed specifications can be
obtained at the MES office, located at 401
Olive Street, Murray, Kentucky. Bids are
due by July 18, 2003. For more information,
contact the General Manager, at 753-5312.

Notice

Notice

JEFFREY CEMETERY
Homecoming
Sunday, July 13
Richard Burkeen Speaker 11:30 a.m.
Basket lunch following
If unable to attend send donations to
Marilyn McKinney, 1240 Howard Rd.,
Farmington, KY 42040, Jack Scott, 4904
Roosevelt Rd., Dexter, KY 42036, or Patsy
Stallons, 92 Jeffrey Ln., Dexter, KY 42036.
Cemetery located on Highway 1346, east of

March 19, 1973 July 6, 2002
Cheri Machan
God gave you to us only for a little while.
He came and took you to heaven it seems it',
been a little while.
Our hearts were broken and tears still fall
with grief, for a long while.
To hold your hand and brush your hair what
I would give to see you smile.
You left a child for me to love and cherish for
a while.
Our dearest love one we'll meet again in just
a little while.
!mice Rii4ii/N Slia:heiiii & Family
4tk

-----"-___
060

060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Dexter.

The Book Rock
HAS MOVED!!
519A South 12th
Street
Next to Days Inn
753-4821

NOW HIRING
Shift managers and crew members for
all positions and for all shifts. Must
be able to work days, nights and
weekends.
Apply at

Sonic Drive In
217 S. 12th St., Murray

NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE
050
Lost and Found

020
Notice
PEACHES nectarines to
matoes and vegetables
623-8312

PEACHES
CREAM -)

Sweet Corn
Peaches & Cream
$2.00 Doz.
or S13/hundred
S30 Barrel
Approx 300 ears
Missouri
Watermelons &
Cantaloupes &
assorted produce

Thurs.-Sat.
8 a.m.-6 p.m.
1 Block passed
Puryear red light
641 S.

SWEET
CORN
s2.25 dozen
435-4323

THIS space is reserved
the day might come.
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends.
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
060
Help Wanted

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
060

Help Wanted

ALLERGY and Asthma
Clinic has an opening for
LPN position 3-4 days a
week Send resume to Allergy and Asthma Clinic of
West Ky 2957 U S Hwy
641N Murray Ky 42071
Faxes will be excepted
270-759-1215

Help Wanted

QUALITY ASSURANCE NURSE
Britthaven of Benton currently is hiring for the
Position of a full-time OA Nurse Candidate
must be an RN licensed in the State of KY. This
S an administrative position with flexible hours
Britthaven of Benton offers excellent benefits
along with a $2,000 sign-on bonus for RN's
Apply in person at Britthaven of Benton. Hwy
641 S Benton, KY 42025 E0E...AAE

$2,000.00
SIGN-ON BONUS!!!
For RN'S!!!! Are you looking for an exciting career in geriatric nursing'?
Britthaven of Benton is the place for
you. We offer excellent benefits along
with the opportunity for professional
Lrrowth. Apply in person at Britthaven of
Benton, Hwy 641 S. Benton, KY 42025.
EOE/AAE

ATTENTION"!
Experienced Certified Mechanic needed Competitive Pay- Paid Vacations- Paid Personal and Sick
Days- Insurance Available
Apply in person @ Brandon Auto World Murray.
KY
DATA Voice Fiber Optic
Commonications Company accepting applications
for experienced & entry
level positions available.
Travel a must Salary is
based upon experience.
Benefits available. (270)
753-1902 Fax resume to:
1270i 753-1909.
*DAYS Inn Now Hiring
part-time front desk for 3rd
shift Also accepting applications for housekeepers
& 2nd shift front desk
517S 12th St Apply in person

Delivery/
Warehousing
Position

efrhE BULL PEN
‘
NSteaks and Spirits
Est. 2W1
NOW HIRING
Managers, Servers and Kitchen help.
Apply in person at 110 S. 5th St.
Monday thru Friday. 2-4 p.m.

160
Home Furnishings

Apartments For Rent

A-1 House Cleaning Cal
Linda 759-9553

INVITATION TO BID

060

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
410
425

Bring resume with
references in
person to

Sears
in Murray
No phone calls

please

(CREAM/PINK/GREEN)
Floral Sofa $200,
EXPERIENCED
Will (teaVpink)floral sofa $150,
clean up after new con- (round glass coffee table
struction, remodeling, be- $75, (teal/pink)plaid french
fore and after renters, wing-back chair
$100(red/yellow)plaid
floors, windows. etc
wing-back chair $250. Oak
Valerie 436-5914
spindle-back bench $75.
100
antique oak table $250.
Business
antique walnut or cherry
Opportunity
writing desk $250(also nuDOWNTOWN
Retail meroOs pictures, mirrors
Space 111 South 4th St and accessories)Pete
1400sf 753-5303 or 559- Neale 753-8118
2481
•CUSTOM built metal bedEXCELLENT Investment room suite, canopy bed,
Property-Former Cherokee end tables,ect
Trading Post plus mobile •All leather sofa, tope color
home. 4 miles east on 748-9777
OAK table w/4 chairs, chiHwy 94 751-1513
OFFICE/BUSINESS na cabinets, kincaid end
Space Near Murray Elec- tables, cabinets, den furnitric Contact Olive Branch ture w/end tables and
Realty 270-293-3232 or more 753-2070, Thurs-Sat
onl I!
751-4268
Paducahs hottest new restaurant. NICK'S Family
Sports Pub of Paducah is
expanding to
Murray
Looking for operating partners, investors, or licensed
owner. Calf (270) 8322252.

220

110
Legal
Notice
CAR Audio System Fo
Sale 2 10' Kicker subs
w/box, 150X2 Kicker Amp,
Alpine CD-player, $550
call 762-9029
120

Computers

DRIVER/OWNER operaMOM COMPUTERS
tors. No hassle driving. No
A+ Certified Technician
up front money, no loading
On site service
or unloading, no forced NE
759.3556
or Canada Fleets welcome. $1.500 sign on boWant to Buy
nus. $500 upon 1st dispatch (limited time only).
CASH paid for
Earn up to .82 cpm, all
good, used guns
miles. 1 yr. OTR exp., 23
Benson Sporting Goods,
years old. Class A CDL
519 S. 12th. Murray.
w/HazMat req. Stop worrying about your future, sign
heaters. air
on today!! 1-800-848- ELECTRIC
0405. PTL, Company driv- conditioners, used carpeters welcome. 1 yr. OTR ing, refrigerators and
stoves. 753-4109
req
150
FULL-TIME Position open
Articles
to honest, dependable, enFor Sale
ergetic person needed to
fill courier position with lo18X17, 3ft round pool, 1y
cal company must have
old $300 437-4754
dependable transport ion
and be able to work out of 2 Cemetery Plots at Murtown for more detail & in- ray Memorial Gardens.
$1 000 (270) 684-6485
terview call 362-7656
FULL-TIME ready mix op- CALLOWAY County Pict°
erator for local company nal History Great Idea for
Apply in person or call Reunions Cal-753-7870
(270) 753-3355 after noon. LOCAL Network Channels
108 C C. Lowry Drive. If you have a Dish Network
CDL Class B CDL re- satellite system & want to
receive your local Paduquired.
cah. Harrisburg & Cape
HOUSEKEEPERS needed
Girardeau channels, call
for Resort Cleaning Saturus "for an upgrade. Call
day hours Call Susan
759-0901 or 877-726436-2345.
4077.
LOCAL Construction Com- MOVING sale 15'
Sears
pany seeds hands on su- chest freezer less than
4
perintendent to oversee yrs old. Oak entertainmen
t
commercial & industrial center 767-9200
projects in Northwest TN & MOVING Sale-sofas,
loveWestern KY area Salary seat, table
w/chairs. coffee
based on experience, &
end tables, lawnmower,
401K offered Fax re- refrigerator.
TV. 88 Beretta
sumes to 731-479-2649 or 767-9527
mail to McKinney Con- PADUCAH
Locals Now
struction Co , Inc 317 Available on
Dish Network
East State Line, South Ful- Two room satellites
syston, TN 38257 NO Phone tem free, installed
free
Calls Please!'
America's Top 100 channels, 8 HBO & 5 Cinemax
OPENING new store soon
free for 3 months Call
Manager position Com759-0901 or 877-726puter skills a must, also
4077 for all the details.
must past drug test and
credit check Please email REESE 15K 5th Wheel
Rocker Hitch. $300.00
your resume to
cashexpressd4@hotmail c 270-436-5454
om or faxed to 731-646- Sight or Macula Degen1611 Please specify ap- eration? Optelec 20/20
Video magnifying system
plying for Murray location
like new $2.500 OBO 492PART-TIME Nurse for 87
busy medical office Flexible hours including some
Appliances
evenings and Saturdays
are a must Send resume
KENMORE heavy duty
to PO Box 1040-0 Murwasher & dryer $500 759ray Ky 42071
3204
070
Position Wanted

i

WILL Mow. call 354-8201

TROY Bilt (Not MTD)
Lawn mower-42", WT hydro good condition, $75
OBO 489-6085

To place a
classified call
753-1916

Musical
HAMMOND electric organ
console beautiful, great
condition, ideal for church
759-0866
PIANO Betsy Lynn piano.
Grand Piano Company,
maple finish good condiion $450 436-2834
270
Mobile Homes For Sale
1980 12X60 stove. w/d. re
frigerator, dishwater $7000
753-4807
1992 Clayton, 14x60, 2
BR, 1 bath. Appliances.
C/H/A, 8,000 or best offer.
Located in park, can stay
or be moved. Clean, well
maintained 759-8493
1996 Buchaneer Challenger 16X60. New carpet.
Two decks included. Excellent condition. Never
smoked in. 270-435-4064
Leave message S13.500
24'X60' Shiloh doublewide. Newly remodeled. 3
bedroom, 2 bath. Cream
siding, red shutters. 7599752 after 5'00pm
95 16x65 2BR, 2BA, like
new in town w/front porch
and awning. $22.000. 7539603
98 16X80 3 Bedroom 2
bath, excellent condition,
must be moved 753-4022
Or 759-2316
READY to move into!
1994 16X60 Clayton 2BR,
2 Bath, total elec. fully set
up at Coach Estates M.H.
park. Has kitchen appl.
central air and skirting.
Payments on $167/mon.
with $700.00 down with
approved credit. Contact
Starks Bros. Homes @ 18---455-3001 or Rita
(270) 753-3855
280
Mobile Homes For Rent

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo 753-4109
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
1-2, 3br aPrS furnished
near MSU.House 3 & 4
bedroom. 753-1252 or
753-0606
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. Murral Realty 753-4444
1BR, walk to MSU. clean,
$235.00 m_onth 753-2084
2 bedroom apt nice good
location 753-5731
2 bedroom. 2 bath, 2
blocks from MSU, W/D.
Hook-up, no pets, $395.00
per month +deposit. References required. Daytime
753-3949 After 6.00 p m
759-3050.
2 BR carport, patio. W/D
hookup, $345 month no
pets 753-6931 or 5593070

300
Business Rentals
FREE-STANDING building
office or retail 753-1492
Loretta @Century 21
320
Apartments For Rent

i

Bedroom apartments, al
appliances at the Oaks
Apartments Coleman RE
759-4118
1 BR low utilities no pets
$225/month 753-3949

Venture
Properties
44).4:ale Rental.
•I Betinseo/ I Bath
.2 Bardroom/2 B.ali
*Close to Mtil:
.All
turni.hrtl
Pet.
Contact:
12711067-9111 or
42711045X2211$.
i 270)293-1855.
4271n2.93-1104

Houses For Rent
1628 Olive Street, 2BR
$400/ mo + deposit, 1 yr
lease, no pets. Walk to
MSU. 436-5085 and 5595943,

2 br brick appliances and
water furnished, call after
500pm 753-0728
2BR 2 Full bath, 2 1/2
bath, C/H/A all appliances
included, newly decorated,
like new. $575 month/deposit 1405A Valleywood
(Duplex) Call 759-3772
38R, 113ath Brick Home,
nice yard, one block to
2BR Apartment 908 Hill- -MSU, nice 'neighborhood.
wood $350.. 2br Duplex 1631 Olive. $550/mo. +
300 Valleywood $395. deposit Will consider pur759-4406
chase option. (270) 7482BR Apt, some utilities 5628.
paid. W/D available. No
8 miles North $350 plus
pets (270) 767-9037
28R Close to College, deposit 753-8582
stove, ref., a/c furnished, FOR Rent 4 bedroom
references required, no house great location in
$600/month.
pets. $325/mo. (270) 435- town.
$600/deposit. Call 7534114
'1474 after 6'0(1 pm
2BR NEAR MSU
QUALITY Houses and
Coleman RE 759-4118
Apartments available for
2BR Duplex C/H/A
lease. Call BS Rentals at
Coleman RE 759-4118
759-4696 or 435-4632
3 nice Apartment for rent
753-5731
Storage Rentals
4br, Diuguid Drive Coleman RE 759-4118
APT for apt: 2 BR, 1 Bath. CREEKVIEW STORAGE
$250.00. Call 753-3415 or $20-540 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
753-7123
759-4081
DUPLEX 2 BR, 1 bath
$450 month 753-5960 or MURRAY Store and Lock
presently has units availa753-4389
DUPLEX. 3 BR. 2 full ble 753-2905 or 753baths. Newly remOdeled. 7536
Clean oven, refrigerator,
dishwasher, W&D hook- PREMIER MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
up. 753-4342 or 435-4707
storage
$525/mo. Deposit & refer•Security alarmed
ences required. No pets.
*Safe & clean
FORREST View Apart•We sell boxeS!
ments 1213 N. 16th St..
•We rent U-Hauls
now accepting applications
753-9600
for 2br townhouses, basic
380
rent $345/ month. Call
753-1970. Leave MesPets & Supplies
sage. Equal Housing Opdungy
29 & 55 gallon aquarium +
LARGE 1 bedroom, 1 fur- wood stand, large African
nished. 1 unfurnished with Cichlids, to much to list.
all appliances, including 759-3456
washer & dryer 759-5885
3 Ferrets for sale. Cage.
LARGE One BR, gas heat,
hammock included. Very
appliances
furnished friendl
1 753-0423
260/360 rent-deposit 753AKCBoxer Puppies.
7953
$250.00- $300.00.
LIVE Oak Apts.
753-1439
Newly Remodeled
CHIHUAHUA pups $250 &
1BR $29000
$275, Shih.Tzu male $175
270-382-2831
2BR $340 00
3BR $425 00
$100 deposit special for
400
qualified applicants
Yard Sale
753-8221

1995 16x80 Mobile Home,
NICE 2 bedroom @ 930B
2 acres for sale or rent in
Bagwell all appliances,
aurora area (270) 354large kitchen No pets
5080
$475 per month & deposit
2 BR trailer, 1/2 acre lot
436-5927
(day)759-8000 $300
month or (night) 435-4319_ NICE 2 bedroom garage
4 bedroom 2 bath 753- apt 530 Broad St 7537457 or 436-6357
6012
NICE 2 BR Mobile home
for rent or sale, no pets
753-9866

1

320
Apartments For Rent

NICE 2br furnished apt
C/H/A Close to MSU
Coleman RE 759-4118
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
VERY roomy 2BR, 2Ba
with garage. appliances
furnished, 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no pets
Call 753-2905
VERY roomy 2 BR, all appliances, Large storage
room off patio, convenient,
quiet location 759-5885

VISA
380
Pets 8 Supplies

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer.
436-2858
FULL blooded Min Pin
Pups ready in 2 weeks.
Call after 5:30 p m 7532902.
Livestock & Supplies
HORSE pasture for rent,
barn and water available
Fenced, & cross fenced, 2
mi south of Sedalia on 97
Call (270) 328-8573
REG paint 4 yrs old
gelding 14.3
437-4519
430
Real Estate
FOR your estate settlement contract
Complete Auction Service
Roger Stubblefield- Auctioneer (270) 527-2931
Wayne Wilson- Broker
(270) 753-5086
Diana Stubblefield- Associate (270) 527-2931
INVESTMENT Property,
Houses and Apartments
753-4109

LOT for sale. North side o
Murray, some restrictions
$8,000 firm. 527-0139.
PRIME lot on 14th fairway
Murray
Country
Club
$52,000 Call 753-1624 afer 5.m

48 wooded acres on you
own private 25 acre lake
Coldwater area Hwy
121 N must see 293-1093

3 bedroom 2 bath 27 acre
NE Calloway $90,000 7531410
3 BR w/office 3600 sq. ft
with 8.1 acres north of
town. Call 753-4094
3BR 2 Bath, 1,800 sq. ft.
Inside tile, granite marble.
hardwood. Brick/Stone exterior. Priced to sell Owners relocating. Call after
5P.M. 753-4342 or 3390787.
HOUSE & 5 Acres in AImo Built in 98" 2 BDR, 1
BTH $83,500 Call after 3
pm (270)767-0807
NEED Lots of space'? How
about Five Bedrooms?
Three full baths? Drive by
808 N 20th and call Olive
Branch Realty to arrange
showing 270-293-3232 or
753-4268
WANT to buy. 3 Bedroom
House in or near town
$50,000 or less Call Jerry
753-6467
400
Yard Sale

i
t

SHIRT
BLOWOUT
FINAL
MARKDOWN

Every New Shirt, Sweatshirt,
Tee Shirt, Tank Top &
Baby Rompers
While They Last

$5
00
3
for

Open Thurs., Fri. & Sat. 8-5
Heillg Meyers Building
Across From Martha's Restaurant

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

PUBLIC AUCTION

PUBLIC AUCTION

Sat., July 12, 2003 • 10 a.m.

Saturday, July 12, 2003 • 9:00 a.m.

At the home of Mr. Robert L. Stephenson. Take Hwy. 94 East to East
Y Grocery to 101 East Y Drive. See auction signs on Hwy. 94 East.
Mr. Stephenson is moving out of state and will sell the following
items.

Paris, TN - 530 Donch Lane - From Paris
take Hwy. 69 A toward Big Sandy 4 miles
to Dortch Rd., turn left, go 1/2 mile
Auction on the right.
Selling Real Estate and Personal Property fur
Mina E Hickman

A nice old round oak table with round pedestal and camel feet, 6-T back dining
chairs, nice oval glass door china cabinet. reproduction 1938 Red Rider BB rifle,
cedar log cabin bank, roll away fold-up bed, old sewing box, nice sofa, nice clip!'
box, new quilt, bed linens nice clean blankets, a lot of older toys doll chairs, olo
dough roller, bread box, cedar table, new Dooney & Burke ladies purse - fancy
needlework - sets of the Commander and Chief George Bush. assortment of cassette tapes, recorder player, color T V with remote. recliner. desk chair. office safe.
4 piece bedroom suite. 10x50 binoculars, baseball memorabilia, 8 place gun cabinet some ammo, gun cleaning kit, new Town and Country red wagon with sides,
Mickey Mouse, branding irons. 12 place setting of Occupied Japan dinnerware
over 96 pieces. 12 place setting of 1847 Roger Bros silver plate flatware. Oneida
custom stainless 12 place setting of flatware, thimble collection, Currier and Ives
dishes, nice figurines, canister set, tea glasses, old glass pitcher w(6 stem goblets,
pots and pans, some old glass and china, small kitchen appliances, microwave
oven, like new chest freezer, nice large tins, stereo external speakers, fishing
equipment small grill, boxes of wrenches and tools, elec hedge trimmers, 3 shop
vises, ice cream freezer, pressure spray. boom box, wheel barrow, electric ceramic & kerosene heaters, nice Echo straight shaft double string gas line trimmer w/extra heads, pressure canner, nice clean thermos jug. Coleman lantern,
other camping items, aluminum ext ladder, metal tool box, well bucket, like new
Poulan 1800 chain saw, wash tubs, exercise equipment. yard swing and chairs.
fence post. 5 h.p front tine tiller. yard roller, like new Kubota riding lawn mower.
model 1560 gas 42" Cat super nice, hand and yard tools
This is a nice clean auction All must sell Many collector items Auction held rar
or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available

REAL ESTATE This beautiful house has 1516 sq
ft heated area with a screened in back porch and a
2 car garage for total of 2480 sq ft includes 3 bedrooms. 2 baths, den with fireplace. large kitchen
dining area with lots of cabinet space, large utility,
garage with electric door opener, central heat & air,
natural gas. and public water Beautifully landscaped with lots of shade, a 24 x 24 shop, 4 10
acres fenced with shed This properly will be
offered in 2 tracks and combined to determine the
final price Beautiful setting, MUST SEE TO
APPRECIATE'

Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn #1281 Firm 2333
-My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Saturday, July 12•10:00 a.m.
LOCATION: 806 Coldwater Road, Murray, KY 1 block from
Murray State University College.
FURNITURE & HOUSEHOLD ITEMS: Round Oak Table and 4
Chairs - Wood Floor Lamps - Telephone Table Chairs - Walnut
Dresser - Mahogany Dresser - Oak Library Table - Duncan Phyfe
Table with leaf and 4 Chairs - Wood Folding Chairs & Stools Octagon Corner Table - Coffee Tables and End Tables - China
Cabinet - Steamer Trunk - 30" Electric Range - Rocker Recliner Assortment of End Tables - Odd Wood Chairs - Assortment of Wood
Rockers - Odd Oak Chairs - Mahogany 6 Leg Wood Table & Chairs
- Display Shelves - 10 Wood Student Desk - Round Kitchen Table and
Chairs - Metal Brass Bed Frame - Book Case Beds - Baby Beds Chicago Black Hawks Floor Lamp - Work Benches - Craftsman Work
Table-- Six Drawer Tool Box

Doug Taylor
Auction Service
200 Adkins Lane, Puryear, TN
17311247-3784
Doug Taylor, Auctioneer & Realtor
Tn. Lie. #2027 Firm *1782

Paris Realty

SMALL.APPLIANCES: Blenders - Popcorn Poppers - Toasters Can Openers - Coffee Pots both large and small - Red and White
Graniteware and other granite wear - Food Grinders - Ice Cream
Freezers - Hand Held Mixers and Free Standing Mixers - Microwaves
- Odd Pots & Pans - Odd Dishes - Plates, Cups - Wood Rolling Pins
- Iron Skillets

AUTOMOBILE: 1967 Fury III, 4 Door, One Owner, Runs
133,00 Actual Miles,

503 Tyson Ave. Paris, TN 38242
1731/642-6165

Mark Johnson. Broker
"Taylor Made Auctions Are Better"

=ste1!It'll=et511:01101:74

(Esirivitz AuLr-rioNT)

Good

Auctioneers Note: Due to ill health Mr. Hodges is liquidating his business. Be prepared to spend the

HARRIS
(270)
247-3253

Real Estate & Auction
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066

1989 Ford Tempo Runs
okay 145,000 miles $600
753-7656

2000 KAW Ultra 150, 50
hrs. 70mph, cover & trailer $4950 00 Bought new
Ma 01759-0826

1993 Le Sabre Buick.
Good Condition Dependable. Auto, PS,PW,PD.PB.
Air. 127,00. Minor Body
Damage $1900 OBO
753-5452 or 559-5988
199
.4 Mazda 626 Black
123K New transmission.
tires, battery, car fax report
$3500. 759-9451
500
Used Trucks
1989 Dodge LWB 39 V-6
5 spd 0/D runs good body
rough $500 OBO also ladder racks $75 753-4758
1991 Chevy S-10 truck
4X4 auto trans, towing
package. toolbox, low
miles. runs great. $2800
oho 416-5900
1998 Dakota Club wiFGlass Topper Auto, Air,
PS, PB. Cassette & CD
54,00 $11,000 OBO
753-5452 or 559-5988
2001 FORD F-350 Pick up
diesel, white with custom
pin stripping 761-3372
88' Ford Bronco II 4X4 only 80K pirelli all-terrain
tires runs well. $1500 7535531
•95' Chevy Silverado Pick
up 6.800 miles excellent
condition $8,150
'Also 20f1 pontoon boat
excellent condition $5,800
270-753-8394
MUST Sell,' 99' Black
Dodge Dakota V8, 318,
4X4 $7900 obo Below
Book. Sharp Truck 293-

1993 Coachman clippe
pop-up 437-4519

A AFFORDABLE HAUL
ING, cleaning out garages.
gutters, junk, tree work
436-5141
A-1
Affordable gutter cleaning
436-2867
A-1 AFFORDABLE HAULING cleaning out garage,
gutters. junk & tree work
436-2867
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737
437-3044
Free Estimates
A-Asphalt Sealcoating
Travis Asphalt
Sealcoating
'Driveways
•Parking lots
*Commercial
'Residential
•Industrial
'Hot-melt crack sealing
FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279

We Specialize in Clean nem

Order by 11 a.ns."&
pick up next day.

'Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
•Brick 'All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning A% ailable

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.
#1 & #2 available in most colors

•We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Drivosay
I las id Borders

A Bigger Selection — A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy'

amb

Wiggins Furniture

ree Service

2 miles North

of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

270-753-2555
800-611-6854

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash Visa Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

- Full Line of Equipment—

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Pace.

530
Services Offered

Services Offered
DEPENDABLE Lawn
Care Service
*Lawn Establishment
'Tractor Tilling
*Fertilizing 'Mowing
'Aerating 'Mulching
•Bushhogging
•Grader Blade Work
Free estimates
Bob Wallace
753-6491

530
Services Offered

JUNK/ RUBBISH Remov
al, we'll haul almost any
thing, from Attics to Barns
& Yard Waste odd jobs,
Senior
Discounts
(270)489-2583
LAWNS mowed
Call 489-2989

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING

FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood. Insured 489-2839
HANDYMAN Carpenter.
All types
Call (270) 519-8570(cell)
753-5848
Donald Simmons
HAULING
Cleaning out garages
sheds, carport atics,
and storage
753-2555
Luke Lamb
HOUSE WASHING
Experience and
Professional Equipment
Quality work at
a reasonable price
Insured
527-5974
LYNN Grove Grass Master
Commercial & Residential
Free Estimates.
Call Chance: (270) 2931158 or (270) 435-4318.

530
Services Offered
ALL
Carpentry
New
Homes. add on's, garages.
pole barns, home & mobile
home repair. water & termite damage, screened
porches, sun rooms Licened-insured Larry Nimmo
753-9372 or 753-0353
ASPHALT Paving
Seal Coating
striping & hauling
Mitchell Bro's Paving
759-0501
753-1537
435-4628
Asphalt SEALCOATING
& STRIPING
Call Ronnie Geunn
"The Asphalt Doctor*Compare our work
*Compare our prices
*References furnished
•Workmanship & Material
Guaranteed
'Fully Insured
*Free Estimates
24 Years of Experience
270-759-1953
BILL'S Upholstery/
Awnings Plus
Automotive, Marine.
Carports, Custom Built
Canvas Awnings
753-8085
25 Years Experience

BRANDON'S Outdoor
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Services.
Decks Home Additions
Lawn•MulctrShrubs
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding
•Bush Hogging•Tilling
Garages, Pole Barns, Met(270)436-5277
Fencing
al Buildings
me to fix your leaky
CALL
Quality Workmanship
faucets other minor plumbLicensed
ing and carpentry plus
753-7860 753-1194
painting
Reasonable
AFFORDABLE
rates, references given
Mower repair,
Phone 435-4682
Pickup/delivery
CARPORTS Starting at
Work guaranteed Joe
$675 installed Roy Hill
436-2E67
BACKHOE & TRUCKING (270)436-2113
ROY HILL.
CLAY'S Mowing
Septic system, gravel,
Mulching & More
white rock
Days 871-7340
436-2113
Nights 762-0040

Two Beautiful Victorian Secretaries, 7.5'• Beautiful
Bed, Matching Marble Top
Walnut Eastlake
Dresser And Night Chest • Wishbone 3 Drawer
Dresser w 'Glove Boxes • Walnut Wardrobe •
Walnut Card Table w Burl Front • Cherry Dining
Table & Chairs • Mahogany Buffet • Victorian
Ladies & Gentlemen Chairs • Victorian Center
Table • Victorian Sofa & Settee • Victorian
Washstand • Renaissance Revival Walnut Chest
w.,Burl Inlay • Tilt Top Candle Stand • Drop Leaf
Mahogany Table • Primitive Tables • Pier Table •
1800's Walnut Sideboard, Hand Dove Tail • Unusual
Butler Tray w Stand, Hand Dove Tail • Early Tilt Top
Table • 1 Drawer Country Heppelvvhite • 4 Drawer
Empire Chest • Wood Settle • Butler Tray Coffee
Table • Empire Style 4 Drawer Chest • Plantation
Style Desk • Rope Bed • Hand Tied Oriental Rugs •
Wing Back Chairs • Ornate Side Chairs • Hitchcock
Chair • Rockers • Slipper Chairs • Side Tables •
Small Pine Tables • Early 1800's 6 Drawer Chest •
4 Drawer Chests • Jenny Lind Style Bed • Many
Old English China Pieces • Early Wardrobe
w Wood Pegs • Country Drop Leaf Table • Flo Blue
• Pewter • Linens • Early Lithographs • Tom 5 Jerry
Flo Blue Punch Set • Gorham & English Silver •
Austrian Vases • Cut Glass • Oriental Screen •
Wicker • Sofa's • Chaise Lounge • Mantle Clocks •
Cherry Linen Cabinet • Cast Iron Lamb Cake
Molds • Candle Molds • Dough Bowls • Cranberry
Flash Glasses • Crockery • Cook Books • Blue
Willow • Guilts • Grandfather Clock • Hand
Wrought Candelabras • Large Bristol Vase • Prints
• Trunks • Blanket Chests • French Toile Cloth •
Early Baskets • Johnson Bros China • Many
Pieces Of Collectible Glassware • Lamps •
And Still An Attic And Outbuilding Full!...
Don't Miss This Fine Auction!

Many Fine Pieces - Dating From the Early 1800's
Complete Settlement Day Of Sale!

JAMES R. CASH
J

RC

-

NE WOES li REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM,KY.270-623-8466
"THE SELLING MACHINE'

Call Fa" Ccaor Bradasra -

'i
nC

Chock us out on the web!

•Carpets *Furniture
*Emergency water'
removal
'Free Estimates
'Wrinkle Repair
*Quick Drying

753-5827
MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5668
NEED Your Car Cleaned?
Will wash, wax and vacuum your car while your at
work or anytime Will pick
up and deliver. Will also do
odd jobs & mowing. Call
436-2433
ROOF LEAKING"
Call a professional
435-4645
TROTTER'S Wood Shop
& Home Repair We build
refinish, repair and make
custom items 753-0249

CONCRETE
Finishing Driveways,
Sidewalks. Patios
Free Estimate
(270)435-4619
CONCRETE Work Driveways or sidewalks Patio's,
etc 759-3229
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Tilling- Blade WorkBushhogging
Free Estimates
Gerald L Carroll. Owner
Phone 270-492-6159 or
293-0163

Services Offered
DAVES Lawn Care Commercial & Residential
'Mowing
*Gutter Cleaning
'Shrub Trimming
•Sm Tree Trimmings
Quality Service & Affordable Prices, Free Estimates
Call David (Home) 270395-9915 (Mobile) 619
5878
DK/ HANDYMAN
We do all thp odd lobs you
don't hive tin* for
Murray-Calloway Co
556-9590

'10..se 'Up and

Grou"With •

BAILEY'S LAWN

South Fulton, TN
(731)479-7356

& DIRT WORK
Establishing of
New & Old Lawns
• Front Loader
• Blade Work
• Tilling • Bushhoggino
• Finish Mowing

'Seeding
'Shrub Trimming

Call: 753-2452
(Leave Message)

Wanted 1/2 acre and
larger
Free Estimates
Family Owned
and Operated
Dependable and wilt
work to suit all
customers needs.

Cell: 293-3161
SURE WAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484

Services Offered
ROOF REPAIRS
Complete new roofing
Metal, rubber shingles
for prompt & professional
service call
CARTER ROOFING
Hazel 492-8688
Puryear 247-3086

WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Rooting. Vinyl
Siding. Addition, and Remodeling Quality WorkOver 30 Years Experience. Gerald Walters 7532592
570
Tobacco & Supplies
scaffold
6-TOBACCO
wagons. 5100 each 1 -tobacco sprayer $150. 2000
tobacco sticks $200, 1-2
row tobacco setter, best
offer, cell 621-7985

Ledger a,Times
Classifieds
270-753-1916

Tom j,VANCE
CONTRACTING
767-9036

994-0388

Custom Remodeling, Additions,
Restorations, Ceramic Tile,
Custom Bathrooms, Hardwood Floors,
All Types of Roofing and Skylights
Quality References Available

aseco
tion Inc.

doling
lag

67-0035
r Fami s N
m_F. •
Lii

a.

omp TiLE • VINYL • HARDWOOD•CARPET

Do the OWNERS where you buy your
new flooring personally install for you?

WE DO!Over

28
n:Experience!

Visit Our Showroom Today

•
31
0

08•
0
>thly 647- 14/2 MIN Scut of am to Tom boor Rood Rot 1.500 yards.

11

5CERAMIC TILE • COMP TILE • VINYL•HARDWOOD•CARPET

Murray Overhead Doors
New Installation
and Service Repair
Quick & Reliable Service

530
Services Offered

Complete
Lawn Care

'Mowing
•Mulching

n

ra iv vw-lamaarcaall.coon

Services °tient

For all your lawn ca9
needs

Thursday, July 17th, At 4:00 P.M.
The LitUela tHaurto Beautiful" Estate
nMitlfFIEIL ED, BC IIE 1\111-11111C DC V
30 MIS 5 OF PADUCAH, KY • 20 MILES IAV OF MURRAY, KY
Arriving In Mayfield At the Court Square "Court House"
Take West Broadway "Hwy 80" West 5 Blocks!
The Auction Will Be Held At 700 West Broadway
In The St Joseph Church Parish Center

Call Metal Mall

Phone (270) 767-0313
1270) 527-7176

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

MUSEUM QUALITY ANTIQUES

Lim

Boats & Motors

a

AUCTION HIGHLIGHTS
MANY COLLECTIBLE ITEMS

DALE RAY HARRIS, BROKER/AUCTIONEER

Used Cars

Roofing Metal

We now manufacture. Buy direct,"

A MAYFIELD HISTORICAL MANSION

(800)
380-4318

1.1-21-Lral

David's Cleaning
Services

HIGHLIGHTS OF PERSONAL PROPERTY

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers

MISC. ITEMS: Table Lamps - Floor Lamps - Students Lamps Desk Lamps - Books of all Kinds - Odd Dolls - Few Advertising
Items - Bedspreads & Linens - (9) 30"x40" Beveled Edged Mirrors Trinket's

Your Home Improvement Headquarters

REAL ESTATE WILL SELL AT 11 00 O'Clock with
1000 down, closing within 30 days with passing of
deed

Kenmore side-by-side wfice ,Joor.oak gun cabinet. 8
hole + GE washer & dryer 4new condition) + sofa, recliner.Crosby 25" TV console. VCR + oak computer table
microwave 4 piece bedroom set + oil paintings + oak
butcher block + oak sewing tray « Liberty gun safe (new)
+ Power steamer + GE upright freezer + 5 piece sectional sofa « coffee & end tables + library table + lots of
assorted glass. press & cut, red & blue stem + set of
Mayer china, set of Blue Danube china. Nontake china
cup & saucer sets.old records + Corning pieces + beer
steins « Germany pieces + Occupied Japan pieces
Super Man lunch box + train & cars, 7 pcs (old) + cake
plates + cast iron pieces + old wall telephone + several
books + granite pieces + Lance cookie Jar + patio set «
porch swing + 5000 watt generator, 8 h p. + Craftsman,
6 0 h p., 2350 PSI, pressure washer + Celebrity Pride
elect, cart for handicap « 18 h.p , 6 speed 44" cut mower
+ Sears 10" radial arm saw + 14 gal sprayer, elect. pump
+ set of old golf clubs + dry lumber, cherry, walnut. cedar
+ Homelite T16 lawn tractor + Craftsman 12" table saw.
Craftsman lathe (small) + Sehl 070AV saw + Husqunvna
50 saw + Craftsman joiner + Craftsman 6" belt sander,
table model + Delta 16" scroll saw + Craftsman shaper,
lots of blades + Craftsman drill press + band saw +
Bosch saw + 5 h p air comp.(commercial) 4- Atlas metal
lathe + several hand tools _ 1/2" bench grinder +
DuoFast nail gun + spot nailer + wood turning table +
paint guns + bolt bins + small 4 wheel trailer + orchard
sprayer 8 h.p , 20 gal., &trailer + set of scales + SnapOn tool chest + lots of sockets & wrenches « Snap-On
torque meter + pipe wrenches + lots of misc tools, some
antiques + nails.
Not responsible for accidents Lunch available.
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Free Estimates

WINDtRiR
DOOR
DEALER

(270)492-8899

LOTS FOR SALE
Starting at $12.500
Price includes water, septic &
driveway. Also land home packages.

270-437-4838

AHART 8t CULVER
SEPTIC INSTALLATION
soil and gravel
437-4838 or
270 559-4986

Also top

CAR'S

SALE

YARD SALE
Fri., July 11
7:30 a.m.
1-1/2 mi. west of
Coldwater
on 121 N.
Furniture, truck
topper & running
boards, glassware.
toys. Lots of stuff
Cancelled ff rain

BIG FINAL
MOVING/
YARD SALE
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.
4397 Radio Rd.
Everything must go.
Tools, TV's, 4 ladder
back chairs,
furniture, lots of

stuff, Plus size
clothes, all sizes
men's c'othes

YARD
SALE
205 N. 13th St.
Fri. & Sat.
July 11 & 12
8 a.m. - Noon
Furniture, TV.
Computer,

clothing. misc

3-FAMILY
YARD
SALE
206 Gilbert St.
Hazel, KY
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-4 p.m.

GOODIES

HUGE
YARD SALE
Friday 8 a.m.
2014 College Farm
Rd.
(Across from Expo)
Microwave, Fisher
Price toys. wagon.
computer, baskets,
boy's bike, toy box.
toys. Tupperware.
household items &
Much more!

GARAGE
SALE
Friday
6 a.m. - 3 p.m

1985 Locust Grove
Rd. off 121 South
2000 Dodge Vitrepid
ES - loaded.
computer. old
typewriter, clothes
dishes, Chnstrr 3S
items, etc

GARAGE SALE
Fri. & Sat.
July 11th & 12th
7 a.m. - 3 p.m
1300 Oakhill Drive
(Campbell Estates
Subd.)
Beanie Babies
collectibles, household items.
Christmas items and
good adult clothing.

YARD
SALE
1510 Chaucer
in Canterbury
Fri.. July 11
8 a.m.-3 p.m.
Couch. T.V. stand,
lamps. clothe
kitchen things
books, misc.

Classifieds Office Open
7:30am -5pm

Mon -Fri

To place your ad call 753-1916
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dale.=

_ GARAGE

1•0111

SALE

YARD SALE

MOVING SALE

262 Ironwood Drive, Murray (off
of Oaks Country Club Road)
Saturday, July 12th
7 a.m.- 3 p.m.

Live Oaks Apt. K7 Broad St.
Friday & Saturday
Until all is sold!
10 a.m. until?

Furniture, baby and

women's clothes,

2XLT men's clothes, stroller, car seat,
bicycle racks, light fixtures, lamps, formal,
tuxedo, and more

YARD
SALE
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
507 3rd St.
Hazel
7 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Clothes, table, old
sewing lamp,
stereo in cabinet.

BACKYARD
SALE
Fri & Sat.
7:30 am .Noon
2891 Midway Rd., 641
S. turn right 3 mi.
on left.
Antique wood cook
stove, ringer washer,
push mowers, daybed.
toys, books, movies,
sm ping pong/pool
table

Couch & chair, recliner, microwave, side
by side refrigerator, table & portable
washer & dryer, storage cabinets, 4
chairs etc

HUGE YARD SALE
Wide Variety
1315 Vine Street
Friday & Saturday 7 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Everything from A to Z. Hundreds
of items new or like new. Quality
clothes including Plus sizes. Great
prices! Something for everybody!

GOODIES
YARD SALE
94 W., turn left on
783, go to Hwy.
1828. Watch for
signs
Fri., July 11
& Sat., July 12
7:00 a.m.
98 GMC, benches,
tiller, oak cafe table,
weights, women's &
children's clothes,
lots more

BENEFIT
YARD SALE
114 Stokes St
Puryear, TN
Friday 8-4
Saturday 8-3
Proceeds used to
help cover Mission
trip and Vacation
Bible School at
Germantown,
Maryland

Nw.

BY

•01•11L.

MOVING SALE
Mulberry behind
Dumptin's
Fri. & Sat.
Entertainment center,
couch kitchen &
coffee table, speakers,
witerbed, lawn
mower, porcelain dolls,
Plus size clothes,
piano, vacuum, office
equipment, household
goods and lots more
All must go!

YARD SALE
Fri., July 11
8 a.m.-1 p.m.
803 S. 9th
Murray

Washer. dryer. wide
variety of items
(new, used, old) for
men, women &
children.
Real bargains.

•

YARD SALE
94 W., turn left on
783, go to Hwy.
1828. Watch for
signs.
Fri., July 11
& Sat., July 12
7:00 a.m.
98 GMC. benches,
tiller, oak cafe table.
weights, women's &
children's clothes,
lots more

MOVING SALE
Mulberry behind
Dumplin's
Fri. & Sat.
Entertainment center,
couch, kitchen &
coffee table, speakers,
waterbed, lawn
mower, porcelain dolls.
Plus size clothes
piano, vacuum, office
equipment, household
goods and lots more
All must go'

ST. LEO PARISH
YARD SALE!
St. Leo Church Parking Lot
Saturday, July 12
8 a.m. to Noon
1991 Toyota Corolla, 5 speed, 180,xxx
miles (any reasonable offer), Craftsman
push mower, toys, household, sporting
goods. vacuum cleaners, exercise equipment. furniture, books, cookbooks, lots,
lots morel

Statewide
Classifieds

Statei.vide
Class if ieds

6 FAMILY
YARD SALE
1100 Berkshire
Court
Gatesborough
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. - Noon
Even held in case ol
Baby items, furniture,
clothes, glassware,
linens. Something for
everyone

YARD SALE
94 East to 464,
turn left g0 1
mile.
Friday &
Saturday
8 a.m. - ?
Children's, men's
and women's
clothes. Little Tike
toys, lots of misc.

Statewide
Classifieds

YARD
SALE

YARD
SALE

263 Countryside
Dr. In Fairview
Acres Subd. off
of 121 S.
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. til ?
Lots of name
brand clothes &
misc.

YARD
SALE

1323 Poplar St.
Saturday
7 a.m. - ?
Housewares,
books, clothes
(women's sizes),
misc

1420 Michelle Dr.
July 11th
7:00 a.m.

3 FAMILY
YARD SALE

YARD
SALE

1713 College
Farm Rd.
Friday

801 S. 17th St.
Sat., July 12
7 a.m.-11 a.m.

Saturday

Statewide
Classifieds

Toys, Beanie Babies.
stuffed animals.
household items,
pictures. linens.
desk chair, baskets

Statewide
Classifieds

Horoscopes

Electronics, PC
games, books,
clothes, toys,
housewares,
collectables &more

MOB
Loolurtg tot a he. exceemeni tbs
sweet,A new boat could be ItISt what
you need tor some extta tun m the sain
Start WAIN todv, and get a read start
Oil ale wiener season weh a gteat deal
.7. a bola, •he Class4m,5

EDGEKSITSIES

12701753.1916

JACQUELINE BIGAR

;J you'll clear out more than
your shalt: Laughter marks your mood,
AS well as the mood of those who are forBIRTHDAY
HAPPY
for Friday, July II.
tunate enough to be around you Tonight'
2003'
Play away
Opportunities strike from left and nght
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept 22)
this year You might wonder which to
*** If you listen to your inner voice,
grab and which to let pass You seem to
you'll know which way to go, especially
have the ability to hit the bull's-eye at
involving a domestic matter. Others will
work and with finances Be happy about
defer to your logic when you explain
your skills. Use them to enhance your
where you_are coming from. Learn to
Weir-being, as you easily 'could become
trust yourself more often. Tonight At
self-indulgent You might want to reorhome
ganize your daily life, whether you are
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22)
changing your hours at work or just
***** You could be delighted by
incorporating something new in your
someone's ideas. Don't feel like you
life_ If you are single, you will meet peohave to be in command of every' situaple with ease,being somewhat happy-gotion. Let go, especially v:hen it involves
lucky You will be more willing to coma special friendship Go with an impulse.
municate and express yourself from the
Stop restraining yourself Tonight:
fall on. If you are attached, your relationFavorite spot, favonte people
ship will bloom. You become an even
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov 21)
stronger nurturer SAGITTARIUS puts
*** Take the lead, and others will
you through your paces.
respond. How you feel with a friend or
loved one could change with a lighter
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
attitude Are you making too much of
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive;
what's going on? Others seek you out for
3-Average; 2-So-so; I -Difficult
advice, which you give readily Tonight.
Lead the gang out the door.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** Your natural instincts put you SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec 21)
in the place you want to be. * **** Your smile signals that it's
Impulsiveness becomes you and allows the end of the workweek. Others happily
for the natural flow of your libido ener- join in finishing off last-minute tasks
gies. If you're up for a change in plans, The possibility of a trip appears on the
you'll do just that. Others sit back in horizon, if not now, then in the very' near
wonder. Tonight: Twirl into the weekend. future. Adjust to different demands
Tonight: As you like it.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You might question a partner or CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
an associate. Don't be surprised if there *** Observe more, and you'll get the
is a reversal at the last minute. Do not let results you want. You don't really have
anyone feel threatened around you if you to push a close associate or partner to get
want to work with the present flow of more of what you want. This person natenergy. Hang in the moment. Tonight: urally comes through for you. Deal on a
one-on-one level. Tonight: Kick back
Togetherness works.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
GEMINI(May 2I-June 20)
***** Don't even try to close your ***** Meetings help you structure a
door today, or you might spend more project. Al the same time, you socialize
to your heart's delight — something the
time getting up to open it. Your popularAquarian always enjoys. You move
ity crests. You might see a friend or asso- slowly but
surely into weekend mode.
ciate in a totally different light. Be open Plan
on joining co-workers this p m.
to the fact that someone could be trans- Tonight:
Create the action.
forming before your very eyes. Tonight:
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
Follow the crowd.
**** Others eye you with delight, as
CANCER (June 2I -July 22)
you seem to be in the position to push a
*** Clear your desk, realizing just
project to the finish line. You also carry
how much you need to get done. A nice the
majority of the responsibility. You
and easy pace might work, if you don't
have the energy and the ideas. Schedule
get too distracted. Consider an expense a
timeout for yourself in the near future.
that will hap make yourlife more pleas- Tonight:
A must show.
ant. Tonight: Off to the gym or some
other type of workout.
BORN TODAY
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Singer, songwriter Suzanne Vega (1959),
* **** Your winning personality boxer Leon
Spinks (1953), author E.B.
takes you in and out of work, feeling on White (1899)
top of the world. Give your normal 100
***

Statewide
Classifieds

Service
BUSINESS SERVICES

*HAVE
DREAMS
OF
*ATTENTION HOMEOWN- BEING A JOURNALIST'? If
ERS
Display
Homes you want to work in the fasWanted for Vinyl Siding cinating field of print jourReplacement Windows No nalism. we can help The
Kentucky
Press
payment for 6 months
Payments
starting
at Association is offering a
Journalism
$89 00 per month All cred- three-week
it qualifies Call 1-800-251- Boot Camp. July 14
through
Aug.
1,
at
0843
Georgetown
College
CONCERTS
Graduates rave about this
*KENNY CHESNEY, TOBY intensive training program.
KEITH. KEITH URBAN, many are now working as
Kenny Rogers, Travis Trill, newspaper
reporters
Trick Pony, Diamond Rio, Helps free-lance writers
Joe Nichols. SheDaisy, too The cost is $650 for
Neal McCoy. Plus many three-weeks of training.
more
superstars
at Includes a continental
America's number one breakfast and lunch on
music and camping festi- class days Register by
val July 10th thru July June 27 and receive a $50
discount' Participants can
13th Ft Loramie, Ohio
937-295-3000 www coun- commute or will find affordable lodging nearby For
tryconcert corn
information and to receive
FOR SALE
a packet of materials, call
Kentucky
•BUY FACTORY DIRECT the
Press
WOLFF TANNING BEDS Association at (502) 223From 8821 or visit our web site at
Payments
$25/Month Free color cat- www.kypress.com
alog Call today 1-800-842*Kentucky CASA (Court
1310 www np etstan corn
Appointed
Special
*FREE 2-ROOM DIRECTV Advocates)
and
SYSTEM
INCLUDING AmenCorps 'VISTA
are
INSTALLATION' 2 months looking for individuals
with
Free Programming! Access experience in program
225+ TV Channels' Digital development and/or volunquality picture & sound
teer recruitment Small
Limited Time Offer. 1-800- stipends with individual
208-4617
health benefits Bachelor's
degree and transportation
HEALTH SERVICES
required Send resume/ref•FREE T-Shirt with one
erences
to
year membership : Losing
KYCASApdc be)lsouth n
your shirt on Prescription.
et or contact 270-843Dental, Vision, Chiropractic
8363
costs? Save up to 80°.
$8 95-$19 95/month Toll *PRESSMAN needed for
10-unit Goss Community
Free 800-372-3062
with 4-High color unit
HELP WANTED
Camera room experience a
*CAREER TRAINING AND big plus Good pay, beneEDUCATION FOR YOUTH fits and good working envi16-24' Receive career ronment Mail resume to
training your high school Georgetown Newspapers
diploma or GED, and help Inc 1481 Cherry Blossom
finding a job at the new Job Way, Georgetown, KY
Corps No tuition Housing. 40324 or email to mscomeals and heath owe pro- gindnews-graphic.com
vided Ages 16 - 24
SALES
REPRESENTACall(866) 562-2677
TIVES we re so confident
•AVON-Entrepreneur want- in our leads we pay you to
ed Must be willing to work run them. even if you don't
whenever you want, be sell Are you a self-motivatyour own boss, and enjoy ed positive person? Are
unlimited earnings Let's you presently earning
talk 888-942-4053
$100011500 per week?
offerEGuaranteed
We
income. $2000 sign-on
*IDEAL GIFTS by Friendly bonus A solid training
prohas openings for party plan gram-with a guaranteed
2advisors Call about our 3 pre-set
qualified con•
new manager program firmed
leads
daily
Decor Gifts. Toys, Cash, Craft
matic
Adjustable
Trips. Recognition 1-800- Beds
Call 24:7 for addi488-4875 www friendly - tional
information at 1-877borne corn
392-4980

*DRIVERS
NEEDED
IMMEDIATELY' Sign On
Bonus for ALL. SamePay
Loaded & Empty, Full
Benefits. Flatbed Training,
Trucks Assigned firstweek,
6 months OTR required
800-441-4271 ext.-ET135.

•DRIVERS. .2500-3000 *DRIVERS:
Owner
REAL ESTATE/REAL
miles, Scheduled raises, Operators.
OTR
ESTATE FOR SALE
High mile incentives, home Drivers, Small
Fleets
•CLOSEOUT SALE! FEW
weekly, benefits, assigned Welcomed, 53' Vans & 48'
AVAILABLE! 20
Acre
conventionals. No force Flatbeds,
Mileage-PayRanches'
$9,995.
dispatch. Call 800-942- Loaded and Empty L&N
$0/Down, $99/mo Near
2104 extensions 237. 238. Transportation, Inc., 1-800booming El Paso, Texas
www_totalms.corn 663-7126, Louisville, KY.
243
Free colored brochure' No
EOE.
•IMC-INTERSTA
TE
•DRIVERS:-Teams
qualifying.
Sunset
Ranches 1-800-755-8953 MOTOR CARRIER Now *DRIVERS AT ROEHL Western
Express
=
Hiring. *OTR, Solo & Averaged $46,457 in 2002. Success, Solid
www.sunsetranches corn
Miles,
Teams 'Class A *Owner Great Home Time Top Good home time, competi*LAKEFRONT BARGAIN Operators
•Regional Benefits and Pay. Class A tive pay, benefits package,
1 4 Acres, 209 shoreline Drivers
'Student Grads. CDL
Hazmat paid vacation, Class Awith
$69.900 Rare find! Enjoy Call Today
812-246-7202. Required.
School CDL, 22 years old, good
spectacular sunsets from Providing
Top Pay and Graduates Welcome, Also MVR. 877-316-7100.
this
lakefront
pristine
Equipment.
0/0's E.0.E. 877-865- • DRIVERS/Owne
estate wigentle slope to
r
4
40/MILE TOP OF THE 7989 www.roehl.net
water's edge on 35,000
Operators. Great pay, benacre recreational lake in MOUNTAIN for company *DRIVERS:
GOING efits, high weekly miles
Newest STRONG! CFI NOW HIR- and $2500 sign on bonus.
east Tennessee' Paved drivers,
Miles! ING' Company* Owner 1 yr. TR. exp Call SMX
roads, utilities, central Equipment'
water, sewer Excellent Hometime! Everything' You Operators' singles/Teams 8 0 0 - 2 4 7 - 8 0 4 0
financing, low down pay- deserve this much! OTR Loads with Miles available www smxc.COM
required. immediately' Ask about
ment Must seel Call now experience
REGIONAL
*MIDWEST
HEARTLAND EXPRESS spouse-training program.
800-704-03154 x 441
Flatbed Carrier, looking for
1-800-441-4953 www.heart- Call
1 -800-CFI-DRIVE. Owner Operators to run
'LAKEFRONT LOG HOME
www.cfidrive.corn
freight in your area! Low
2. acs./$119,900 180' of
CDL
DRIVER-Owner *DRIVERS NEEDED!' If Deadhead Return freight
dockable lakefront and a '
Operators Lucrative pay You Are Looking For A available. Paid twice a
gorgeous NEW 1.700 sq
averaging GREAT CAREER
In 16 week. No upfront money
ft authentic log home, lots package
of decks & windows to $.92/loaded mile' Plenty of Days You Can Have A CDL Trailers available No age
enjoy the beautiful lake team and solo miles! 70°/. License & Great Benefits! restriction on tractors. For
setting Financing Call Drop & Hook and 96% no NO EXP NECESSARY!!! more info call 1-800-611
Now' Toll Free (866) 770- touch freight' Call Tony or Job Placement If Qual 3763. CAST Flatbed.
Justin
1-800-767-6918 877-443-8289
Quality *NO NYC, NO Canada
9311 ext 323
CRST Van Expedited
School Epes Transport home
Driving
Truck
•NEWl LOG HOME LAKEPaducah, KY
*DRIVER
OwnerCompany
weekends.
FRONT/$99.900 BEAUTIOperators and Company
$.36
Drivers
to
up
FUL' NEW 2.700 sq ft
'DRIVER-Start at 34c/mile
bonuses:
(includes
authentic log home on 2 Drivers Bonuses availGuaranteed home time
Independent Contractors
acres w/250' of lakefront able! Call for details!!
Pay on delivery Dedicated
92e/mile
for
0/0's!
Stable
$.83 plus surcharge with 7
on
gorgeous
Lake
available.
Owner incentives saving additionCumberland. huge hard- company Purchase proOperators Welcome USA al $9.5/mile. Empty or
woods, great views and gram available. Class-A
1 -year OTR Truck 800-237-4642
loaded. CDL-A, 2 years
access Perfect getaway CDL &
required www.landair corn •DRIVER/OWNER OPER- OTR experience required
place Must see, Call no
800-788-7357
ATOR-Up to $2500 Sign- 1 - 8 0 0 - 9 4 8 - 6 7 6 6
(800) 770-9311 ext 971
•DRIVER -COVENANT On Bonus! Flatbed Owner www epestransport corn
SPORTING/SPORTING
TRANSPORT
Teams, Operator (Discount Parts &
GOODS
Teams Teams We need Service). Company, and
*CHERRY
BLOSSOM teams for the long haul Lease Purchase Great
GOLF AND COUNTRY Owner
Operators pay. bonuses & hometimel
CLUB. Georgetown. KY
Experienced
Drivers Boyd Bros 888-617-7898
Golf Digest Voted us Best Solos
Teams
and
in State. 091 Join us for Graduate Students Call 1- *WANT TO BECOME A
your next round or Outing' 888-MOREPAY
(1-888- TRUCK DRIVER? 800Call 502-570-9849
667-3729)
398-9908
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED

Check us out
on the Web!

•16-DAY CAREER TRAINING-DRIVER TRAINEES
WANTED TODAY'CLASSRefresher
A CDL &
Training Nationwide Job
Placement
Assistance
Companies Hiring Today &
Offering
Tuition
Reimbursement
1-800883-0171 DELTAACADEMY COM
*DRIVER
KNIGHT
TRANSPORTATION Why
Settle for Less? Hiring
Solos & Teams''Great Pay
•Great Home Time Call for
Details'
888-346-4639
www knighttrans corn

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card
MasterCard

Call Us Today!

753-1916

Installation

aHeating & Air
"..fit.St 71106ee

• Full Line of Air Quality Equipment Available

• Gas line Installotipn • 24-Hour Emergency Service
• Free Estimates • licensed & Insured (KY HVAC M04346)

We Service All Brands of Air-Conditioning Equipment

759-1457 • 293-2696 (mobile)

PROGREIWE'
AUTHOR/ZED AGENT

MCKINNEY INSURANCE SERVICES
-YOUR HOMETOWN INSURANCE SOURCE"
AUTO - MOTORCYCLE - RV - ATV - BOAT - JET SKI - HOME
104 N. 4th Street
(Next Door to Murray Shoe Repair)

lo

•
'—‘10

753-3500
Phone Quotes

•

40

.11

GAS
TRIMMER

129"
GAS BLOWER
BG55

159
etieg,

CHAIN SAW
017

169"
MURRAY HOME 6 AUTO
OUTDOOR DIVISION
Chestnut Street • Murray, KY •(270) 753-2571
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 7:30 a.m.-3 p.m.

DR. GOTT

DEAR ABBY

LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY: I am a 14-year-old years!i
(2)The personal "measurements"
girl about to start my freshman
private "requirement/4" of indiand
year
in
high
school
Most
of
my
DEAR DR. GOTT: Is it true that
seeking a potential mate
viduals
friends (including myself) have Web
consuming diet drinks with asparPETER
while checking out dating Web
logs — or "blogs"
tame will slow down my metabolism9
GOTT, M.D.
Blogs are online diaries where sites. (I will never look at certain
DEAR READER. Sugar substitutes,
we record all hinds of stuff about employees the same way again.) _
such as aspartame, do not affect
(3) The ridiculously overpriced
ourselves. Of course, we're careful
metabolism — except that by taking
that people "had to have" on
items
not
to
give
out
personal
information
the place of high-calorie sugar, they
like where we live, etc. But some of auction Web sites. (1 could outbid
force the body to burn unwanted fat
my friends get very offended at individuals by a dollar each time
For energy Avoidance of sugar is the
they made a bid online and they'd
what is written about them_
cornerstone of any diet program for
I have several friends who have never know.)
weight reduction. If you're Interested
(4) How much money employees
stopped speaking to each other after
in an inexpensive and healthful diet, I
in their checking and savings
have
suggest that you try my "no flour, no reluctant about getting caught in the reading not-so-nice things about
themselves in the blogs. I speak accounts, while conducting their
sugar" program, outlined in a Health middle of this family dispute.
online banking iOn more than one
Report "Losing Weight" which I am
DEAR READER: I can't fault your from experience, because I've been
someone had
sending to you free of charge. Other doctor for staying out of the middle of repeatedly bashed for my anti-war occasion, I knew that
he did.)
check
before
bounced
a
views,
among
other
things.
readers who would like a copy should this controversy, yet he is the very
exploring
pornoEmployees
(5)
this,
the
Web
log
In spite of
send a long, self-addressed, stamped person who could negotiate a solution.
graphic Web sites. (You'd be
continues
to
be
popular.
trend
envelope and $2 to Newsletter, P.O.
Percocet is,a strong prescription
amazed how many times I've had to
Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be sure narcotic that often causes poor coor- What's your opinion on this?
BLOGGIN'AND LOVIN'IT begin an investigation into an
to mention the title.
dination, drowsiness and diminished
IN NEW JERSEY employee because of something like
DEAR DR. GOTT: Please discuss reaction times. These are not the
this.)
the ramifications of driving while characteristics of a responsible driAbby, IT security specialists are
DEAR BLOGGIN': The writusing a prescription narcotic for con- ver. Moreover, you are taking a subnot nosy people. We are employed
on
a
takes
life
of
its
word
ten
trol of chronic pain. I take two stantial dose of eight tablets a day At
by the corporate and government
Percocet with each meal and two at this level, you are probably addicted own and never dies — particuworlds to ensure that highly valubedtime..I can see no negative impact to the drug. At the very least, your larly in cyberspace. That is why able information and equipment is
it's
important
that
a
person
on my driving ability, yet my son and body has adapted to a dose that would
carefully consider what he or kept safe and secrets are not
daughter-in-law insist that I can only bring a normal person to his knees.
is posting before making it leaked.
she
drive if I reduce my intake to one
On the other hand, there is now
IT SECURITY SPECIALIST
public.
I cannot urge people
tablet every four hours. My doctor is ample evidence from medical studies
ON THE EAST COAST
strongly
enough
to
remember
that people in chronic pain are much
Internet
the
there
that
on
is
no
more tolerant of narcotic effects.
DEAR SPECIALIST: I'm sure
Addiction is far less a problem than such thing as an eraser. The
many employees in the corpomessages
live
on
and
on
for
all
previously believed. Nonetheless, as a
rate world will appreciate your
Make Your Financial general rule, the lower the dose of to see. Read on:
wakeup call. I'll bet it spoils
pain medication, the better.
some fascinating conversations
Picture Whole
DEAR
ABBY:
Allow
me
to
give
I suggest a compromise that I hope
you utechies" have been sharing
readers a heads-up regarding
Whole Life Insurance will control your pain and satisfy your ayour
during lunch hour!
potentially
embarrassing
—
and
family. Don't take more than one
possibly illegal — situation they
from New York Life
1.5
Percocet every four hours if you're
may encounter at their places of
planning to drive. At other times —
Dear Abby is written by Abigail
such as at night or on days you don't employment. I am talking about
Van Buren. also known as Jeanne
employees
using
their
work
computPhillips, and was founded by her mother,
drive — take your usual dose.
l'auline l'hillips. Write Dear Abby at
I said that your doctor is your best ers and networks to conduct personwww.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,
al and private business.
LOS Angeles, CA 90068,
resource to resolve this disagreement
As an information technology
because he knows the cause of your ("IT") security specialist, I can
pain, Controls the number of Percocet attest to the fact that almost everytablets you are prescribed, and is thing an employee does on his or
Familiar with your responsibilities and her work computer is monitored
daily activities. I am sure you would very closely, due to heightened West dealer.
follow his advice about driving after security.
North-South vulnerable.
taking Percocet, and he could also
One of my responsibilities is to
NORTH
better explain the situation to your monitor e-mail that crosses the net+9862
daughter-in-law.
son and
works and investigate Web sites
Ryan B. Edwards
5
In other words, his opinion is cru- employees visit during the day.
New York Life
•
A 109 5 4
merely
he
that
enough
is
not
cial. It
Insurance Company
Believe me, I've seen it all! A few
+64
3
controver211 Maple ST
distances himself from the
examples:
EAST
WEST
Murray, KY 42071
sy; he has got to vote "yea" or "nay"
(1) Details between couples going
270-753-2007
K Q 10 7 3
•
+5
soYour
compromise.
— or broker a
through nasty divorces, as well as
270-753-0403 FAX
V 864
VA Q 10 7 2
called "family dispute" should be
torrid love affairs. (The dialogue
•Q 6 3 resolved by a medical authority.
from even one of those messages
+9752
*QJ 10 8
11r_ Carnip,,, You Kefp
.
Copyright 2003 Newspaper Enterprise Asatt—could fuel -a soap opera storyline for
SOUTH
•A J 4
K J 93
117.".)^.11L.:Ner COMICS
•K 8 7 2
+A K
13I_ CII\1 E)I E
The bidding:
South
East
West
North
THiS WLL
YEAH, AN R)GHT'
1•
Pass
Pass
Pass
OE FOR A
AFTER IT'S OVER,
NT
3
V
3
Dble
1
MEMOER
HE'StaviN'
4+
4•
Pass
Pass
OF YOUR
ORGANIZATION'
5•
Pass
Opening lead --- queen of clubs.
Sometimes a defender might feel
that he has three opponents at the
table rather than two. In today's deal,
from the 1990 Spingold Teams, East
misled his partner in both the bidding
and the play, and it eventually cost
his team a vulnerable game swing.
North's double was "negative,"
promising four spades. East's jump
to three hearts was pre-emptive and
supposedly promised at least four
REMEMBER. WHEN 40L1
( NO PILES
[.,ME EITHER.)
'(OU'D COME HOME
hearts. North-South then lurched to a
COULD LEAVE 11XoN FOR
ZUNK MAIL.
REFRESHED AND ACTUALLY
-,1 shaky game in diamonds.
REMEMBER WHEN YOU COULD
MOD WEEKS AND EVERYNO E- MAIL
STAY REFRESHED!
Declarer, the late Edgar Kaplan,
LEAVE THE ROOM FOR TV-.10
THING WOULD BE THE
NO VOICE MAIL.
REMEMBER'"?
the opening club lead with the
won
MINUTES AND EVERYTHINo
SAME WHEN YOU GOT BACK?
NO ANSWERING
and cashed the king of diaking
WOULD BE THE SAME?.. .,
MACHINES.
After East's jack appeared,
monds.
I.
finessed
successfully
Pi
Kaplan
NOU HAVE NO5
heart
the
then
led
and
nine
dummy's
alias ? NEW MESSACTES
five to the jack, losing to West's

DR. GOTT

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
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10 years ago
Mac Fitts has been named superintendent of gas system and Butch
Seargent as city engineer for the
Public Works Department of the
City of Murray, according to
Tommy Marshall. city administrator.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Easley were
married 68 years July 4.
Stacie Collins, student at Calloway County High School. was
among 30 high school sophomores
selected to participate in Engineering Ahead at the University of Kentucky, Lexington, June 6-25.
James G. Pounders is new minister of University Church of Christ.
20 years ago
Published is a pitture of Beth
Belote, head of French Program at
Calloway Public Library, with several French third and fourth grade
students. In addition to learning the
language. the classes include singing, watching films and eating
foods. The photo was by Staff Photographer Charles Honey.
History was made at Francis E.
Miller Memorial Golf Course on
July 2 when Sonny Parks, a member
of Oaks Country Club. scored the
first hole-in-one.
Rainey Apperson writes about
her tour of Greece, Israel, Egypt
and Turkey in her column,
"Rainey's Day.30 years ago
Calloway County 4-H Dairy
Judging Team won first place as a
team and numerous other individual
awards at the annual Kentucky State
Dairy Judging contest. Team members were Sandra Stark, Steve How-

411,1 Larry
aid. Stc.c
Tucker. members. Coaches were
Kathy Stubblefield and Ted Howard.
Births reported include 'a girl, to
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Fulton, June 25: a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ray Perkins
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Cletus
Blanton. June 30: a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Morgan Moore, July 2.
40 years ago
Joe Pat James was installed as
district governor of Lions 43-K and
Bethel Richardson as district cabinet secretary-treasurer at a meeting
of Murray Lions Club. Both James
and Richardson are Murray club
members. Installing officers were
Furman Lester. immediate past district governor of Henderson City Lions Club. and Oliver Van Meter,
immediate past cabinet secretarytreasurer.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Gary Haynes and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Gerald Stanley.
50 years ago
Pvt. Hardy K. Outland, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Mason Outland, has
been transferred from Fort Knox to
Camp Stoneman, Calif.
•
H. Glenn Doran and Guy Luther
of Calloway County and Charles A.
Lattus of Hickman were elected as
officers of the newly formed Kentucky Lake Aberdeen-Angus Breeders Cooperative Association.
Murray State College Summer
Orchestra with Prof. Richard W.
Farrell as director presented a concert on the lawn of the fine arts
building at MSC on July 2.

TODAY IN HISTORY

CONTRACT BRIDGE

•

By The Associated Press
queen.
Today is Thursday, July ID. thc
South won the club return, ruffed
a low heart in dummy, cashed the 191st day of 2003. There are 17.1
diamond ace and played a low spade days left in the year.
toward his hand. When East folToday's Highlight in History:
lowed low, Kaplan finessed the jack,
On July 10. 1940, during World
which held. Despite this favorable War II, the 114-day Battle of Britdevelopment, declarer was still in ain began as Nazi forces began attrouble. Since dummy had only one tacking southern England by air.
trump left to cover his two remaining
On,this date:
heart losers, he seemed certain to
In 1856, Vice President Millard
lose another heart as well as a spade.
assumed
the presidency,
Fillmore
king,
heart
led
the
_. Kaplan now
hoping to pick up the ace and ten on Tolliwiing- the-- dearh----of-President'the trick, but when dummy ruffed Taylor.
West's ace and East followed low, all
In 1962, the Telstar communicalegitimate hopes for the contract tions satellite was launched from
evaporated. • - - •
Cape Canaverg,
But the crafty Kaplan, a veteran
In 1973, the Bahamas became inof many such battles, was not yet
after three centuries of
dependent
ammunition,
and
completely out of
next played the ace and another British colonial rule.
In 1992, a federal judge in Mispade to East's queen. At this point,
East's two remaining cards were the ami sentenced former Panamanian
king of spades and nine of clubs. leader Manuel Noriega, convicted
Declarer had the heart nine and a of drug and racketeering charges. tO
trump, while West had the club jack 40 years in prison. However, a
and the heart ten.
judge later cut Noriega's sentence
East now made a critical error, by 10 years.
returning the king of spades to force
Ten years ago: President Clinton
South to ruff. This left West in a ended his visit to Japan. then travquandary, since he could not tell
to South Korea, where in a
whether declarer's last card was a eled
speech
to the National Assembly he
heart or a club. All West had to go on
communist North Korea
denounced
promraise,
was his partner's earlier
the specter of "nuclear
raising
ising four hearts. So West discarded for
annihilation.nine
Kaplan's
the heart ten, and
One year ago: A unified Senate
scored the last trick.
East, of course, could have spared approved harsh new penalties for
his partner any problem by returning corporate fraud-and documentthe club nine at trick 12. West would shredding as part of an accounting
have had to follow suit as declarer oversight bill. The House approved.
ruffed, and the ten of hearts would 310-113, a measure to allow airline
have taken the setting trick.
pilots to carry guns in the cockpit to
defend their planes against terrorTomorrow: Test your play.
ists.
C2o03 King feature, Syndicate Inc
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CROSSWORDS
46 Joie de vivre
48 Hardly any
50 Ponder
51 Dude
53 Actress
Anouk —
55 Shabby
58 Taw or aggie
61 Part of IOU
62 Hang on to
64 Burn soother
65 Ancient
66 Linger on
67 Nocturnal flier
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I'M BEGINNING TO GET
A LITTLE 215C,OURAGE2

1 Luxury resort
4 Outer garment
8 House shader
11. Louts
13 Graph part
14 Japanese
— ceremony
15 Waffle
toppings
17 Rushed oh
19 Helps a burglar
21 Metal
in bronze
‘
,2 Woven
24 Nibble on
26 Pick up
29 Soup server
11 Cooking spray
33 Cable —
34 Big Ben
number
35 Riviera summer
37 Checkout ID
39 Nile sun god
40 Harp on
42 Mont Blanc, e g.
44 Hung open
1
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10 Impractical
12 Elusive
16 HS class
18 Pan of RSVP
20 Weaken
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IF HE FLIES HI644ER THAN
TEN FEET, l4E 6E75 A

Distress signal
Treat someone
Faint-hearted
Squander
Pharmacy
letters
Lend a hand
11th-grade
exam
Cultural
Film director
Spike —
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Dr. Sonya G. Baker, assistant professor of voice at
Murray State University, recently completed a tour of
Moscow where she performed as a soloist and chorister with the Yale Alumni Chorus. The highlight of
the trip was a performance for Russian President
Vladimir Putin and visitor Condaleeza Rice at a concert celebrating the end of World War 11 at the State
Kremlin Palace in Moscow. Additional performances
included a concert at the US Ambassador's residence
as well as an exchange concert with the Spiritual
Revival Choir of Russia.
The Yale Alumni Chorus, 100 singers spanning the
classes of 1941 to 2003, was the first chorus from the
United States to sing at the 6,500-seat State Kremlin
Palace, the former seat of the Communist Party in the
Soviet Union. The All-Russian State TV and Radio
Company filmed the concert for re-broadcast.
Photo provided
-The chorus, Yates "- Ambassadors of Song". permusic
a
performed
Russian songs from the "Great War" with
students
formed
music
her
of
and
selection
a
Ottway
Conny
...
PROGRAM
MUSIC
a
in
performed
opera star Dmitri Hvorostovsky, a
ensembles
international
and
Solos
June.
in
Glendale
of
Place
residents
the
for
program
Russian baritone whose homecoming concert was
variety of styles of music. Performing were Roger and Annette Heady, Katie Calvert, Jason
considered the toast of the season in Moscow.
Spann, Joey and Valerie Fredrick, John Michael Puckett, Bennett and Madison Mott, Conner
Conductor Constantine Orbelian led the Moscow
Jones, Daralyn and Beverly Ramsey and Ottway.
Chamber Orchestra and the Alumni Chorus joined by
the Spiritual Revival Choir.
"It is a great privilege for us to represent the United
Classes will be held for four Thursday evenings begin- 'States and Yale in this celebration of Russian herThe Mayfield/Graves Co. Art Guild is offering a drawing workshop for adults and teens. Seeing and under- ning July 10 and continuing through July 3,6:30 - 8 p.m. itage," said Mark R. Dollhopf, Yale Alumni Chorus
standing what you see is the foundation for all good draw- The cost for the workshop is $35 for Guild members and
ing. Harvey Parker will be the teacher for this popular $50 for all others. All materials are included. Call the
drawing class based on the principles of the book. Guild at 247-6971 for more information or to register.
The Mayfield/Graves County Art Guild Is open
"Drawing on the Right Side of the Brain." This class uses
- Friday 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and Saturday, 10
Tuesday
you
teach
to
space
negative
simple measurements and
how to draw what you see. Harvey Parker has taught a.m. to 1 p.m. The An Guild is located in the historic Ice
many classes for both children and adults at the Guild. He House, 120 North 8th St. (corner of North and North
is the an education teacher for Fulton Co. and is well Eighth Streets) and is accessible to individuals with disabilities.
known for his pen-&-ink drawings.

'Drawing what you see' class offered for adults, teens

president."We commemorate with the Russians those
moments when the United States and Russia fought
together as allies. It is our fervent hope that even in
times of international turmoil, the magic of song can
rise above politics."
The Chorus built the foundation for this groundbreaking performance during a 2001 tour of Russia,
celebrating Yale's Tercentennial. While on tour it performed at the'Great Hall of the-Moscow Conservatory
and at the White Nights Festival in St. Petersburg with
the Kirov Ballet Orchestra.
"I have always appreciated the capacity of music to
celebrate the common bonds of humanity," Baker
remarked upon her return to the United States.
"Traveling to Russia to sing during this turbulent time
in the world allowed me to experience that again firsthand. I am very grateful for this once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity!"
Baker's soprano voice has been heard in concert on
a number of national and international venues including appearances in Sardinia, Italy, the Troy Music
Hall in New York, Haverford College in Pennsylvania
and Syracuse University in New York. In 1998, she
was a visiting artist to China as a soloist in performances of Beethoven's Symphony No. 9 and other
choral works. She was recently invited to appear at
the Sixth Festival of Women Composers performing
'works of Libby Larsen and Sally Reid.

This Is Your Invitation To Hear

Brother Gary Colley, Sr.

Art Guild presents drawings of Randy Simmons

Preach The Gospel Of Christ
In A Series Of Gospel Meetings

Mayfield/Graves Co. An Guild is presenting, "A Randy states."The most recent series is based on obserDay In a Life - the Drawings of Randy Simmons," a vations of my children (what they say and how they
series of large works on paper inspired by children. perceive the world)."
Raridy takes direct quotes from hison's-school
Randy Simmons' charcoal drawings make use ofdraand then creates works that play upon the fanjournals
rendering.
matic lighting, rich tones, and photo-like
of his
agination
y
t
ofteii
-are-most
children,
own
his
including
People.
Day In a Life will begin July 2 and continue
Randy's subject. The subjects are captured life-size or
larger in drawings measuring up to 4 x 5 feet. While the through July 29.
The Mayfield/Graves County An Guild is open
drawings look like photographs from a distance, upon
closer inspection the_lineiccimposing the pie.e and Itiet_ Tuesday - Friday, 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.'arid Saturday, 10
a.m. to 1 p.m. The Art Guild Is located in the historic
layers of mark making become very evident.
Ice House, 120 North 8th St. (the corner of North and
realistically
created
"My large charcoal drawings.
from photographs. are auto-biographical accounts deal- North Eighth Streets) in Mayfield and is accessible to
ing with my children. relationships with girlfriends/sig- individuals with disabilities. Admission to the Gallery
nificant others, and the fears and joys of parenting." is free.

Times: 9:00 a.m., 10:00 a.m. & 7:30 p.m. Sunday
and 7:00 p.m. Monday - Wednesday

JULY 1 1 TH & 12TH
FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLY

Fresh Whole
BBQ Chicken

NEW!!!
Boneless Pork
Chop Sandwich

3 5
for

00
$4 ea.

Right Off
the Grill!
Whole
Boston Butts

6 Pk
1/2 Liter
Bottles

$2°°ea.

Hot &
Tender
Pork BBQ

KRAFT ORIGINAL STYL

MACARONI & CHEESE

By The Pound
$500
lb.
12.ta. Pkg.
r
Fri. Sr Sat. Only

-ARPER
4I
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